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David W. Cantrill, ISB #1291 
Daniel J. Skinner, ISB #7225 \ 
CANTRILL, SKINNER, SULLIVAN & KING LLP 
1423 Tyrell Lane 
P. O. Box 359 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 344-8035 
Facsimile: (208) 345-7212 
Attorneys for Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
JAMES M. PHILLIPS and GALE 
PHILLIPS, individually and as a marital 
community, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
MIL T E. ERHART and MARY C. 
ERHART, 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV PI 0707453 
DEFENDANTS REPLY 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR JUDGMENT 
NOTWITHSTANDING THE 
VERDICT, AND IN THE 
ALTERNATIVE, MOTION FOR NEW 
TRIAL, AND IN THE ALTERNATIVE, 
MOTION FOR REMITTITUR 
COMES NOW, the above named Defendants, by and through their attorneys, Cantrill, 
Skinner, Sullivan & King, LLP and submits this Reply Memorandum in Support of Defendant's 
Motion For Judgment Notwithstanding The Verdict, and in the Alternative, Motion For New 
Trial, and in the Alternative, Motion For Remittitur. 
t:1 
o 
XI 
-C,l 
-2 
l> 
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ARGUMENT 
I. 
JUDGMENT NOTWITHSTANDING THE VERDICT 
A. Substantial evidence does not exist to justify the economic damage award. 
The jury awarded Mr. Phillips $546,174.00 for economic damages. The hard evidence 
on economic losses totaled $104,053.491 in claimed medical expenses and lost wages. See Trial 
Exhibits 9, 10 and 43. Instruction No. 21 states that the three factors for economic damages are 
medical expenses, past lost wages, and future lost earning capacity. As such, the remaining 
$442,120.51 awarded by the jury for economic damages are without any foundation in the 
evidence presented. 
"The award of economic damages must be based upon proof, not upon speculation or 
conjecture." Horner v. Sanitop, Inc., 143 Idaho 230, 237, 141 P.3d 1099, 1106 (2006). 
Plaintiff argues that the economic damage award is supported by substantial evidence 
based upon pure speculation. First, Plaintiff argues that an award of$193,687.20 is supported by 
the record based upon future expenses for prescription medication. See Memorandum in 
Opposition, p. 3-4. Plaintiff cites to exhibit 22 as providing supporting documentation for the 
claimed prescription medication future costs. The evidence presented does not support the 
argument forwarded by the Plaintiff. There are two prescription medication histories provided 
within Exhibit 22. The first states that for the period 111/2006 through 911 0/2008, the Plaintiffs 
had paid $918.44 in out of pocket "total price" expenses for the 74 prescriptions filled. See 
I Defendant concedes that it erroneously omitted Exhibit 43 from prior arguments, representing $2600 in dental 
expenses. 
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Affidavit of David W. Cantrill in Support of Reply Memorandum, Exhibit "A". That equals 
$28.70 per month. The latter states that the total price for out of pocket prescriptions paid 
between 11112008 and 3117/2009 was $510.73 for the 76 prescriptions filled. See Affidavit of 
David W. Cantrill in Support of Reply Memorandum, Exhibit "B". This equals $39.28 per 
month. Even taking the higher number, the actual physical evidence shows merely 10% of the 
$378 claimed by the Plaintiff in monthly expenses. 
The Plaintiff next makes the unsupported statement that two doctors testified that the 
prescriptions Mr. PhiIlips is now taking will be needed for life and extends the supposed monthly 
cost over 42.7 years. See Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition, p. 3. Dr. Martin made no such 
statement. He merely confirmed medications that Mr. Phillips was taking in February of 2009 
which were prescribed by other doctors. See Affidavit of David W. Cantrill in Support of Reply 
Memorandum, Exhibit "C", p. 13. He made no statements as to any need to take the medication 
in the future. Id. Given the trial transcript will not be available for thirty days, we cannot herein 
state the exact testimony of Dr. Greenwald. However, it is the undersigned's recollection that 
Dr. Greenwald testified to no such thing. 
Plaintiff next argues that evidence was presented that he would have received raises in 
2007 and 2008. See Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition, p. 4-5. He states this is "consistent 
with the testimony of George Schlender and Angela Sisco." Id. at p. 5. George Schlender never 
testified to anything relevant to pay whatsoever. See Affidavit of David W. Cantrill in Support 
of Reply Memorandum, Exhibit "D". Angela Sisco never testified to a raise of any kind for \.1 
I{"'~ 
either herself or Mr. Phillips, whether it was expected, how it was affected by performance 
ratings, or anything relevant to whether the Plaintiff would have received a raise in 2007 and 
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2008. See Affidavit of David W. Cantrill in Support of Reply Memorandum, Exhibit "E". No 
one asked if she received raises, nor whether they were standard practice. Id. Any argument that 
the jury could have awarded damages for raises not received is pure speculation. 
Plaintiff next asserts that it is "highly likely that Mr. Phillips ... will lose his job in the 
near future" and that this would justify $1,240,000 in economic damages. See Plaintiffs 
Memorandum in Opposition, pp. 5-6. No one testified that Mr. Phillips would be fired. No 
testimony from any doctor stated that he could not work. No occupational expert testified that he 
was unemployable. Rather, Plaintiff bases this unwarranted speculation on evidence that is not 
in the record, and directly contradicted by employer witnesses. Everyone testified that he retains 
his employment. Arguing that he "will be fired" is arguing that the jury should be allowed to 
speculate. "The award of economic damages must be based upon proof, not upon speculation or 
conjecture." Horner v. Sanitop, Inc., 143 Idaho 230,237, 141 P.3d 1099, 1106 (2006). 
Guessing that he will be fired in the future can only be considered speculation. 
Plaintiff bases this speculation on Mr. Phillips receiving poor performance evaluations 
for 2007 and 2008. Defendant is unable to find a performance evaluation in the record for 2008. 
Exhibits 11-19 are performance evaluations for 1999-2007, with only the last containing a low 
overall rating. It does not appear that there is any evidence in the record that Jim Phillips 
received a poor evaluation for 2008. The only testimony we have is that the performance was 
improving at the time that the 2008 evaluation was being prepared. See Affidavit of David W. 
Cantrill in Support of Reply Memorandum, Exhibit "F". Plaintiff then relies over and over again 
on this nonexistent exhibit and makes the statement that several witnesses testified "that the 
standard practice at Rural Community Development Corp. was to terminate an employee who 
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received below expectations review two years in a row." See Plaintiffs Memorandum in 
Opposition, p. 5. This is blatantly false. George Schlender, the highest ranking person from 
Phillip's employer in this case, testified that it could affect employment, but only if there was no 
improvement: 
Q: Okay. Does it affect whether or not they are going to have a 
job? 
A: It could certainly, yes. I mean if someone were to get a needs 
improvement, you know, two years in a row and is not making 
progress to deal with an improvement plan, yes you know, we -
we have terminated employees for that. 
... There's not that many we've discharged for that particular 
purpose, but after you've gotten two consecutive years and you've 
not made progress on the issues that you need improvement in ... I 
think either the employee is not the right fit for the organization or 
they've already probably been looking already and they're just on 
the way out. 
Q: But looking at Mr. Phillips report, he seems to be a fit with the 
company; is that correct? 
A: That's correct. He enjoys the work here. 
See Affidavit of David W. Cantrill, Exhibit "D", pp. 39-40. That testimony does not say that Mr. 
Phillips will be fired. To the contrary, it says that ifhe is not improving, and not committed to 
working for RCAC, then he could be, but "there's not that many we've discharged for that 
particular purpose." Id. 
Mr. Wilson, the Plaintiffs immediate boss, testified that Mr. Phillip's performance was 
improving. At the time of his deposition, the Plaintiff had received a poor rating on his October, 
2006 through September 2007 evaluation. See Trial Exhibit 19. Mr. Wilson was then in the 
process of reviewing Mr. Phillips for his 2007-2008 evaluation. 
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Q: Just generally, do you expect the next one to show substantial 
improvement for Jim? 
A: I expect it to show improvement, substantial to a relative, I 
guess, term; perhaps, you know. 
Q: You haven't done the work that you need to do as the 
evaluator? 
A: That's right. 
Q: Okay. 
A: Have I seen improvement in Jim? Yes, I have seen 
improvement in Jim's performance. 
See Affidavit of David W. Cantrill, Exhibit "F", pp. 6-7. 
George Schlender is Jim Wilson's boss. He testified that two years of poor evaluations 
could lead to termination, but only if the person is not improving, appears on the way out, or is 
not the "right fit" for the company. George Schlender testified that Jim Phillips is the right fit 
with the company. See Affidavit of David W. Cantrill, Exhibit "D", pp. 39-40. Jim Wilson 
testified that Jim Phillips is improving. See Affidavit of David W. Cantrill, Exhibit "F", pp. 6-7. 
The Plaintiff cannot pretend that this indicates a termination is imminent and that he will remain 
unemployed for life. 
Plaintiff also asserts that Angela Sisco's testimony leads to the conclusion that Jim 
Phillips will lose his job. This exact question to Ms. Sisco was barred as speculative by this 
court on direct examination, and is now urged as proof from the Plaintiff. See Affidavit of David 
W. Cantrill in Support of Reply Memorandum, Exhibit "E", p. 34. In addition to arguing that 
testimony that was barred is somehow dispositive, Plaintiff misstates the testimony that was 
allowed. Sisco testified that receiving low ratings "would usually pave the road for either these 
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are the things that you need to rectify or you're going to be terminated." Id. This is exactly 
consistent with what Schlender stated: if a person is not improving, they may be terminated. 
Mr. Phillips immediate boss testified in no uncertain terms that "I have seen improvement in 
Jim's performance." See Affidavit of David W. Cantrill, Exhibit "F", pp. 6-7. 
In addition to Schlender, Wilson, and Sisco, Plaintiff also states that Ron Sundberg and 
Mrs. Phillips provided evidence that the standard practice at the Plaintiff's employer was to 
terminate an employee who received poor reviews two years in a row. See Plaintiff's 
Memorandum, p. 5. Notwithstanding the fact that all parties who would actually make this 
decision, Schlender and Wilson, testified that this would only occur if no improvement was 
shown by the employee, how possibly could Sundberg or Phillips have the foundation necessary 
to testify to the policies of RCAC? Neither Sundberg nor Mrs. Phillips could testify that Jim 
Phillips "would be fired." Rather, both Sundberg and Mrs. Phillips were before and after 
witnesses who testified to Jim Phillips physical and mental demeanor. They could not have the 
foundation to testify to the plaintiff's supposedly imminent termination 
Given there was no testimony or evidence that Mr. Phillips lost future wages in any 
manner, and no other evidence to justify the award, the jury awarded economic damages that are 
entirely unsupported by the record. There is no evidence, much less substantial, that warrants the 
award of$442,120.51 for Mr. Phillips. The motion for a Judgment Notwithstanding the Verdict 
should be granted as to the economic damage award as there can be but one conclusion that 
reasonable minds could reach: if a person presents evidence of $1 04,053.49 in economic 
damages, still has the exact job they held prior to the accident, and testified themselves that they 
intend to continue with the very employment, there is no evidence of any economic damages 
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which could serve as a basis for an award of$546,174.00. 
B. Because no substantial evidence of willful or reckless behavior by Mr. Erhart was 
presented, this Court must overturn the finding by the jury and therefore apply the 
noneconomic damage cap from I.C. § 6-1603. 
The jury found that Mr. Erhart's behavior was willful and reckless based upon his 
installation of stair treads in a commercial office building. This is not supported by the evidence. 
First, reckless means "actions, taken under circumstances where the actor knew or should have 
known that the actions not only created an unreasonable risk of harm to another, but involved a 
high degree of probability that such harm would actually result." IDJI 2.25. There is no 
evidence in the record to indicate that Mr. Erhart took any action with both the knowledge that 
his actions created an unreasonable risk of harm and a "high degree of probability that such a 
harm would result." Harris, 123 Idaho at 299,847 P.2d at 1160. 
Plaintiff presents a laundry list of his own conclusions of what the jury heard while 
misstating the testimony, ignoring the repeated assertions from the Defendant as to his own 
actions and knowledge, and the plain statement from this Court that it did not know how the jury 
could find the Defendant's actions reckless. 
Plaintiff asserts that Mr. Erhart "admitted he did nothing about Mr. Doolittle's warning." 
See Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition, p. 9. Mr. Erhart was never asked about Mr. 
rr'" t.. - Doolittle's warning. See Affidavit of David W. Cantrill, Exhibit "0". Nowhere in his testimony 
does Mr. Doolittle's supposed communication even get mentioned. How it is that Mr. Erhart 
admitted something he was never asked about? 
As to what he actually said under oath, Mr. Erhart testified repeatedly that he was 
actively involved in the maintenance of the building and constantly checking for both patent and 
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latent safety issues. See Affidavit of David W. Cantrill, Exhibit "G", pp. 53-57. Mr. Erhart 
testified that for more than two years, there was no indication that the stairs would move: "it was 
tight.. . .it was solid ... We had no movement in those steps". See Affidavit of David W. Cantrill, 
Exhibit "G", pp. 47-48. He stated that he made numerous trips to tighten a stair near the bottom 
that wobbled before finally rectifying the issue for good. Id. at pp. 48-51. He also testified that 
over more than two years, "we had many, many numerous trips up and own those steps every 
day. And there was no movement in those steps. Neither when Mr. Jenks or Mr. Doolittle went 
up and down the steps after the very unfortunate accident was there any, you know, problem at 
that time." Id. He also testified that he personally inspected the building weekly. Id. at 55. 
When asked specifically about the step which allegedly moved, he stated "To my 
knowledge, we did not have a problem with that step." Id. at 77. On the handrail, he stated that 
he thought he had secured the rail, and could not understand why it was not screwed down the 
day of the accident. Id. at 60-64. He also stated he was unaware that the rail violated code. Id. 
Given his nearly continual presence at the building, and the use of the stairs by roughly 70 
people per day, if there was a problem that Mr. Erhart was aware of, he would have fixed it. !d. 
at 98-99. 
Given a finding of reckless behavior is based upon the actions of the allegedly culpable 
party, this Court must consider his testimony as it was stated to this Court, not how it is 
rephrased and taken out of context by the Plaintiff. He was attentive to the building, responsive 
to anything that he was aware of, and when asked if he tried to "keep the facilities safe" he 
responded "That's what we intend to do." Id. at 25. Continual and attentive presence at the 
building is not recklessness, and surely cannot be considered substantial evidence of both 
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knowledge that his actions created an unreasonable risk of harm and a "high degree of 
probability that such a harm would result." Harris, 123 Idaho at 299,847 P.2d at 1160. 
C. Because there is insufficient evidence to place all the blame on Mr. Erhart, this 
Court must overturn the verdict because the jury failed to apportion liability. 
Plaintiff responds to the jury's failure to apportion liability by arguing evidence that was 
excluded by this Court. Plaintiff asserts that the Court excluded the inadmissible hearsay in the 
form of alleged statements from Mr. Phillips to Mrs. Phillips by stating that "plaintiffs argued 
Mr. Phillips drug and brain injury induced condition made Mr. Phillips marginally coherent 
statements to her in the emergency room admissible." See Plaintiffs Memorandum in 
Opposition, p. 11. As stated plainly in the written memorandum filed in this Court's record, the 
Plaintiff argued that the statements should be allowed for their affect on the listeners (Dan 
Phillips and Angela Sisco). Regardless of how the Plaintiff attempts to characterize the 
inadmissibility of the evidence this time around, he cannot argue that the jury had a basis to find 
100% fault on the Defendant based upon evidence that was not before the jury. 
Plaintiff then cites to his expert for the proposition that the accident likely occurred at the 
point where defects in the stairs came together, but ignores simple logic of the evidence 
presented. See Plaintiffs' Memorandum, p. 11. First, the outside handrail could not possibly 
have contributed to the fall. Second, the open end rail was above the point on the stairs that 
Plaintiffs witnesses all opined the accident began. Third, the Plaintiffwas carrying a box. How 
any handrail could affect someone carrying a box defies logic. As such, substantial evidence 
does not exist to support a finding of one hundred percent liability for Mr. Erhart. 
I.C. § 6-801 requires an apportionment ofliability: "liability is to be apportioned 
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between the parties based on the degree of fault for which each is responsible." Harrison v. 
Taylor, 115 Idaho 588, 591, 768 P.2d 1321, 1324 (1989). Mr. Phillips had to have comparative 
responsibility for his accident. Given the repeated testimony that the stairs were stable, had been 
for months, and were used repeatedly by the Plaintiff and others without issue for more than two 
years, there is insufficient evidence to apportion zero responsibility to the Plaintiff. Because the 
jury failed to apportion any liability to the Plaintiff in the face of repeated testimony as to the 
stability of the stairs, this Court should enter a judgment notwithstanding the verdict consistent 
with the testimony as the jury failed to apportion liability. 
II. 
MOTION FOR A NEW TRIAL 
A trial court may properly grant a motion for a new trial even though there is substantial 
evidence to support the jury's verdict and a judgment n.o. v. would be inappropriate. Quick v. 
Crane, 111 Idaho 759, 767, 727 P.2d 1187, 1195 (1986); see also Sheets v. Agro-West, Inc., 104 
Idaho 880, 884, 664 P.2d 787, 791 (Ct.App.1983). The two motions serve distinct purposes and 
different standards govern their allowance. Quick, 111 Idaho at 767, 727 P.2d at 1195. In 
determining whether to order a new trial, the trial court has broad discretion to redress what it 
perceives to be a miscarriage of justice. Sanchez v. Galey, 112 Idaho 609, 733 P.2d 1234 (1986). 
The trial court is better positioned than an appellate court to evaluate the demeanor, credibility, 
and testimony of the witnesses in weighing the evidence before it. Quick, 111 Idaho at 770, 727 
P.2dat 1198. 
A. RULE 59(a)(7): Error in the law occurring at trial as a basis for a new trial. 
Rule 59(a)(7) allows the trial Court to grant a new trial for error in the law, occurring at 
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the trial. In the Court affinned the standards governing this basis for new trial. An instruction 
which incorrectly states the law provides grounds/or ordering a new trial. Walton v. Potlatch 
Corp., 116 Idaho 892, 898, 781 P.2d 229, 235 (1989)(emphasis added). "The trial Court has the 
duty to grant a new trial where prejudicial errors of law have occurred at the trial, even though 
the verdict of the jury is supported by substantial evidence." Sherwood v. Carter, 119 Idaho 246, 
262, 805 P.2d 452, 468 (1991). 
B. The Court incorrectly stated the law on proximate cause in Jury Instruction No. 11. 
The Court in this trial used the substantial factor instruction for cause. IDJI2.30.2. The 
appropriate instruction should have been the "but for" test as there is a single cause of the 
accident and injury in this matter. IDJI 2.30.1. 
In Idaho, the "but for" test may be employed when there is a single possible cause of the 
injury; however, the "substantial factor" test must be employed when there are multiple possible 
causes of injury, and the jury must be instructed accordingly. Garcia v. Windley, 144 Idaho 539, 
543, 164 P.3d 819, 823 (2007). "The 'but for' instruction and the 'substantial factor' instruction 
are mutually exclusive." Id at 543, 164 P.3d at 823. 
The Plaintiff essentially argues that because the Defendant did not admit that he was the 
sole factual cause of the accident and also did not admit that there was a single possible 
explanation for his own psychiatric issues, then the only appropriate instruction was the 
substantial factor test as given. See Plaintiff s Memorandum in Opposition, p. 15. The logical 
conclusion to this position is that the but for test no longer exists in Idaho law. If any Defendant 
ever questioned whether all of the claimed injury had come from a single cause, then the 
substantial factor test can be the only law. If a person run over by a car had a sprained ankle 
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injury prior to getting hit by the car, the Plaintiff would not have to prove actual factual but for 
causation for the accident. 
As stated in both cases cited by the Plaintiff, both Newberry and Garcia, proximate cause 
has two elements. 
In discussing proximate cause, it should first be noted that it 
contains two components. First there is actual cause, and second 
there is true proximate cause, sometimes known as legal cause. 
Actual cause is the factual question of whether a particular event 
produced a particular consequence. True proximate cause focuses 
upon legal policy in terms of whether responsibility will be 
extended to the consequences of conduct which has occurred. 
Phrased differently, it is the defendant's conduct (actual cause) that 
inflicts the harm, but it is the law (legal cause or true proximate 
cause) that determines whether liability for that conduct attaches. 
In this case, the question in dispute concerns actual cause. 
Newberry v. Martens, 142 Idaho 284, 288,127 P.3d 187, 191 (2005)(citations and quotation 
marks omitted). 
The substantial factor test, if based upon the Plaintiffs arguments concerning expert 
testimony on his psychological issues, essentially dispenses with factual cause. Where in the 
instruction given does it tell the jury that it must first find actual cause, the factual question of 
"whether a particular event produced a particular consequence?" As well stated by the Court of 
Appeals, the substantial factor test is intended to lower that bar: 
The substantial factor test was adopted to allow recovery in 
circumstances where the defendant's negligence may have 
concurred with another cause to bring about the injury, even 
though it could not be established that the damage to the plaintiff 
would not have occurred 'but for' the defendant's negligence. 
Doe v. Sisters a/Holy Cross, 126 Idaho 1036, 1040,895 P.2d 1229, 1233 (Ct.App. 1995). This 
is not a complicated case. Rather, the lower standard excused the jury from finding factual 
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cause: 
... the substantial factor standard is employed to make proof of 
factual cause easier than it would be under the "but for" test, not 
more difficult. It aids the plaintiff in circumstances where the strict 
"but for" test may not be satisfied. It is not intended to defeat the 
cause in fact element when "but for" causation is established. 
Id. at 1043,895 P.2d at 1236. 
If the standard for cause in fact from Newberry and Garcia, coupled with the guidance 
from Sisters of the Holy Cross is applied to the Plaintiff s arguments, any time a Defendant does 
not freely admit both the factual cause of the accident, and the proximate cause of all claimed 
injuries, they are automatically entitled to an instruction which "make [ s] proof of factual cause 
easier." Id. at 1043, 895 P.2d at 1236. 
A new trial should be granted based upon the inappropriate jury instruction on causation 
because there was a single cause of the injury and the substantial factor instruction was highly 
prejudicial to the Defendant by lowering the standard of proof. 
C. The Court should not have instructed the jury on willful or reckless behavior. 
As explained in Section I.C above, there was no evidence of willful or reckless behavior 
presented which would justify the instruction being given to the jury. On a motion for a new 
trial, this Court weighs the evidence and the credibility of the witnesses and has broad discretion. 
Quickv. Crane, 111 Idaho 759, 766, 727P.2d 1187, 1194(1986). 
This Court noted from the bench when arguments were forwarded on this exact issue that 
it did not know how the jury could get to a fmding of reckless behavior. This must be coupled 
with the extensive testimony from Mr. Erhart of his persistent actions taken to maintain a safe 
building and the lack of any knowledge that the stairs were a hazard for more than two years of 
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heavy use. See, generally, Exhibit "G" to the Affidavit of David W. Cantrill. See also, Section 
I.C herein. 
As such, the Court should order a new trial because the jury was improperly instructed on 
reckless or willful behavior. Plaintiff argues that because they found it, it must have been 
appropriate. See Plaintiff's Memorandum, p. 17. This is an attempt to shift the standard for a 
motion for a new trial to a jury's fact finding position. Rather, this motion for a new trial is 
based upon a question of law. If, as the Court noted, there was no legal basis for finding reckless 
behavior, it cannot now rely on the jury's finding to determine its legal role under a Rule 50 
motion for a new trial. 
Prejudice from this instruction is apparent. Though there was no evidence of reckless or 
willful behavior, and the Judge himself stated on the record that he did not know how the jury 
could find as much, the instruction was given and the jury reached a conclusion unsupported by 
law or fact. 
III. 
A. Rule 59(a)(6): Insufficiency of evidence as a basis for a new trial. 
Rule 59(a)(6) allows the Court to grant a new trial when there is "insufficiency of 
evidence to justify the verdict or other decision, or that it is against the law." LR.C.P. 59(a)(6). 
This Court sits as the 13th juror, having viewed the testimony, witness behavior, and all of the 
evidence. This Court may grant a new trial where the weighing of the evidence and 
determination of the credibility of the witnesses leads it to the conclusion that the verdict is not 
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in accord with your assessment of the clear weight of the evidence. Sheets v. Agro-West, Inc., 
104 Idaho 880, 883, 664 P.2d 787, 790 (Ct.App. 1983). A motion for new trial should be 
granted if the court believes that the jury verdict "is not in accord with law or justice." Id. at 
883,664 P.2d at 790. The role of the trial Court in passing on a new trial motion has long been 
established. 
[t]he trial court may grant a new trial when it is satisfied the 
verdict is not supported by, or is contrary to, the evidence, or is 
convinced the verdict is not in accord with the clear weight of the 
evidence and that the ends of justice would be subserved by 
vacating it, or when the verdict is not in accord with either law or 
justice. 
Quick v. Crane, 111 Idaho at 767, 727 P.2d at 1195. (citations omitted). 
B. There is insufficient evidence to support the award of economic damages because 
the evidence presented totaled merely $104,053.00 and Mr. Phillips is still employed, 
holds the same job, and offered no testimony of any future wage loss whatsoever. 
As explained in Section LB above, no evidence of any future wage loss was presented 
whatsoever, yet the jury awarded economic damages of$442,120.51 beyond any basis in 
evidence. Plaintiffs urge this Court to speculate that Jim Phillips will lose his job, and then 
remain unemployed forever. Yet, he presented no testimony from any doctor that he could not 
work and nothing from an occupational expert that he was unemployable. Rather, he bases this 
unwarranted speculation on evidence that is not in the record, and directly contradicted by 
employer witnesses. The men in charge of Mr. Phillips current employment testified that he is 
the "right fit" for the company, has been improving, and that he would only be fired ifhe was 
not. See Affidavit of David W. Cantrill, Exhibit "D", pp. 39-40, Exhibit "F", pp. 6-7. The only 
basis to assert that Mr. Phillips wiIllose his job is to speculate that the testimony of his own 
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employers was not accurate, that the inadmissible conclusions of other witnesses barred by this 
Court are actually controlling, and to base the whole conjecture upon an exhibit that does not 
appear in the record (2008 evaluation). 
The arguments on prescription medications are equally unavailing. Trial Exhibit 22 
shows that, at the very most, evidence existed in March of2009 that the Phillips were incurring 
less than $40 per month in costs. See Affidavit of David W. Cantrill, Exhibits "A" and "B". 
Nothing stated that it would last forever. 
The jury awarded Mr. Phillips $546,174.00 for economic damages based upon evidence 
which totaled $104,053.49 in claimed losses. Instruction No. 21 states that the three factors for 
economic damages are medical expenses, past lost wages, and future lost earning capacity. 
Given an award was granted with no evidence to support it, the Court should order a new trial 
because there was insufficient evidence to support the economic damage award. 
c. There is insufficient evidence to allow a finding that Mr. Erhart acted in a willful or 
reckless manner. 
As explained in Sections I.C and II.C above, there was insufficient evidence presented to 
the jury to justify a finding that the Defendant somehow acted in a reckless or willful manner. 
On a motion for a new trial, this court must determine if "verdict is not supported by, or is 
contrary to, the evidence." Quick v. Crane, 111 Idaho at 767, 727 P.2d at 1195. 
Here, a finding of recklessness is contrary to the evidence. Mr. Erhart testified repeatedly 
that he was actively involved in the maintenance of the building and constantly checking for both 
patent and latent safety issues, and had no indication that the stairs would move. See Affidavit of 
David W. Cantrill, Exhibit "G", pp. 47-48,53-57. When asked specifically about the step which 
allegedly moved, he stated "To my knowledge, we did not have a problem with that step." Id. at 
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77. Given his nearly continual presence at the building, and the use of the stairs by roughly 70 
people per day, if there was a problem that Mr. Erhart was aware of, he would have fixed it. Id. 
at 98-99. These are not actions taken by a person with a reckless disregard for the safety of 
others and a finding of such is therefore contrary to the evidence before this Court. 
The Court noted from the bench during argument on jury instructions that he did not 
know what basis the jury could use to find recklessness. The Court must order a new trial on this 
issue given the very standard is whether the verdict is not in accord with the Judge's assessment 
of the clear weight of the evidence. Sheets v. Agro-West, Inc., 104 Idaho 880,883,664 P.2d 787, 
790 (Ct.App. 1983). 
IV. 
A. RULE 59(a)(5): The appearance of passion or prejudice and excessive damages. 
A new trial is warranted under LR.C.P. 59(a)(5) as excessive damages were awarded 
under the apparent influence of passion or prejudice: 
Where a motion for a new trial is premised on inadequate or 
excessive damages, the trial court must weigh the evidence and 
then compare the jury's award to what he would have given had 
there been no jury. 
Wilson v. JR. Simploteo., 143 Idaho 730, 731,152 P.3d 601, 602 (2007). 
B. This Court must weigh the evidence and compare the jury's economic damage 
award to what it would have given had the case been tried to the bench. 
This Court has the duty under a Rule 59(a)(5) to weigh the evidence and determine if the 
jury has awarded a verdict which is substantially different from what the Court may have 
awarded. The conclusion of that comparison must lead to a new trial. 
First, the jury awarded over $440,000 in economic damages without any evidence of 
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such. The Plaintiff first argues that the evidence supports nearly $200,000 in prescription 
medication costs for the future when the exhibit he cites (Exhibit 22), if extrapolated, would 
show a maximum of $20,000. See Exhibit "B" to the Affidavit of David W. Cantrill. He then 
wrongly claims doctors testified that the prescriptions would be needed for life. 
Plaintiff next asserts that the bulk of the award is based upon Mr. Phillips losing his job. 
Yet, no one who could actually lay the foundation testified that this would happen. To the 
contrary, George Schlender stated that this would only occur if two things happened: if Jim 
Phillips was not the right fit for the job and he was not improving. See Affidavit of David W. 
Cantrill, Exhibit "D", pp. 39-40. George Schlender then testified that Jim Phillips was the "right 
fit." Id. His immediate boss, Jim Wilson testified in no uncertain terms that he was improving. 
See Affidavit of David W. Cantrill, Exhibit "F", pp. 6-7. 
Next, the jury found the Defendant reckless and willful for the means by which he 
installed a set of stairs. Third, the jury awarded noneconomic damages over $1,000,000 when 
the documented special damages only totaled $104,053.49. Because the jury was inappropriately 
instructed on the willful or reckless behavior, the noneconomic cap on damages should limit that 
million plus award under I.e. § 6-1603. Awarding over $540,000 to each Plaintiff for special 
damages when merely $104,053.49 was presented to this court can lead to a single conclusion: 
"the disparity is so great that it appears ... that the award was given under the influence of 
passion or prejudice." Wilson v. JR. Simp/ot Co., 143 Idaho 730, 731, 152 P.3d 601, 602 (2007). 
As the thirteenth juror, this Court has the duty to analyze what it would have awarded. 
Given the comment from the bench that the Court saw no basis for a finding of reckless or 
willful behavior, and the only evidence of economic damages totaled $104,053.49, the 
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appropriate award, ifany, should have been an absolute maximum of $640,000 (applying the 
noneconomic damage cap to each noneconomic damage award and the full value of all claimed 
economic damages). A million dollar disparity plainly indicates that the award is substantially 
different from what this Court would have granted. 
A new trial is warranted under I.R.C.P. 59(a)(5) as excessive damages were awarded 
under the influence of passion or prejudice. 
C. Excessive noneconomic damages were awarded in this case under the apparent 
influence of passion or prejudice because a merely derivative right of compensation 
was equal to the direct award. 
While the Defendant has already raised the issue of excessive noneconomic damages in 
this case, the Plaintiff's arguments on an award for loss of consortium cannot go unanswered. A 
claim for loss of consortium is a wholly derivative cause of action contingent upon a third party's 
tortious injury to a spouse. Runcorn v. Shearer Lumber Products, Inc., 107 Idaho 389, 394, 690 
P.2d 324, 329 (1984). Therefore, the extent of the Mr. Phillip's injuries has a direct bearing on 
Mrs. Phillip's claim for loss of consortium. Beale v. Speck, 127 Idaho 521, 524, 903 P.2d 110, 
123 (Ct.App. 1995). In Beale, the Court sustained an award of $500 for the spouse on damages 
for the injured party of $11 ,218. Id. Another Idaho case addressing the adequacy of an award 
for loss of consortium found that $15,000 to the spouse was reasonable in relation to $400,000 to 
the injured party. Rindlisbaker v. Wilson, 95 Idaho 752, 755, 519 P.2d 421,424 (1974). 
This Court must address the reasonableness of the award of over $550,000 to Gail 
Phillips for loss of consortium, which is for practical purposes identical to the noneconomic 
damage award for the injured party. Given any consortium claim is entirely derivative, it is 
implausible to award the person who suffers the actual injury the same amount as the person who 
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has a derivative right to the injured person's companionship. A derivative interest based upon 
companionship cannot feasibly be of the same value as the actual noneconomic impact on the 
injured party. 
D. The case relied upon by the Plaintiff to show the reasonableness of the noneconomic 
damages is indicative of the excessiveness of the award in this case and leads directly 
to the conclusion that the award was the result of passion and prejudice. 
Plaintiff presents to this court a verdict form from Case No. CV PI 07-18437 for the 
proposition that the noneconomic damage award ratio to the economic damages is reasonable. 
See Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition, p. 27. In this case,just over $100,000 in economic 
damages had any evidentiary support, yet the jury somehow morphed that award into over a half 
a million dollars in noneconomic damages. 
The case cited by the Plaintiff, Carillo v. Boise Tire Company, was an action brought in 
the name of the widowed husband and the surviving children for personal injuries to the husband 
and one child, and the wrongful death of the wife and mother of the plaintiffs. The husband, 
who suffered $401,950.00 in economic damages, was awarded noneconomics of$688,128 for 
his own pain and suffering and the death of his wife. The child, Nayeli Carrillo, was awarded 
$409,922.00 in economic damages and $2,000,000 for noneconomics based upon her own 
injuries and her mother's death. See Plaintiff s Memorandum in Opposition, Exhibit A. 
Notwithstanding the fact that the verdict has been appealed, and there is nothing in the evidence 
presented by the Plaintiff to indicate that it was not the result of passion or prejudice itself, the 
case does not support an award of noneconomic damages of over one million dollars based upon 
roughly $104,000 of economic damages. It stands for just the opposite: if the death of the wife 
of the widower, and mother of a minor child, together with the minor's own compensation for 
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jury in this case award nearly ten times the economic damages for mental challenges? The death 
ofa wife as well as a minor child's mother is plainly more traumatic than the mental challenges 
claimed by the Plaintiff. In that case, roughly $800,000 in economic damages were coupled with 
2.6 million in noneconomics for both injury to the Plaintiffs and the wrongful death of their wife 
and mother. Here, $104,000 was coupled with over $1,000,000. 
The only explanation is that the jury was influenced by passion and prejudice. This Court 
must award a new trial based upon the excessive noneconomic damage award. 
v. 
A. RULE 59(a)(1): Irregularity in the proceedings. 
A new trial is warranted and should be ordered under Rule 59(a)(1) as there were 
irregularities in the proceedings that prejudiced the Defendant and prevented a fair trial. The 
cumulative effect of repeated irregularities warrants granting the motion. The inappropriate jury 
instruction on cause, the unwarranted instruction on willful or reckless behavior, and the 
complete lack of any evidence to support over $440,000 in economic damages, all created a 
cumulative effect which prejudiced Mr. Erhart and prevented a fair trial. These irregularities 
must be coupled with the express violation of the Court's rulings in limine to warrant a new trial. 
The testimony of Angela Sisco about subsequent remedial measures, and the following 
inquiry by the Plaintiff s counsel, constituted irregularities and misconduct which warrants 
granting this motion. See Affidavit of David W. Cantrill in Support of Motion for New Trial. 
The Rule states: 
Rule 59 (a). New trial- Amendment of judgment - Grounds. 
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A new trial may be granted to all or any of the parties and on all or 
part of the issues in an action for any of the following reasons: 
1. Irregularity in the proceedings of the court, jury or adverse 
party or any order of the court or abuse of discretion by which 
either party was prevented from having a fair trial. 
I.R.c.P. 59 (a)(1). "Where a motion for a new trial under I.R.C.P. 59(a)(1) is based upon 
misconduct, the moving party has only the burden to establish that the misconduct occurred. The 
party opposing the motion must then establish that the conduct could not have affected the 
outcome of the trial." Slaathaug v. Allstate Ins. Co., 132 Idaho 705, 710, 979 P.2d 107, 112 
(1999). In Slaathaug, the court noted that it was not up to the losing party to prove prejudice 
under the rule because it was not the losing party's behavior which violated the pretrial order. 
Id. at 711, 979 P.2d at 112. 
This Court ruled on a Motion in Limine from the bench that no evidence of subsequent 
remedial measures would be allowed. Idaho's law is clear: the admission of subsequent 
remedial measures is reversible error. Leliefeld v. Johnson, 104 Idaho 357, 659 P.2d 
1111(1983). Notwithstanding Idaho law, Plaintiff argues that the testimony solicited by counsel 
was "obscure" and "brief' and therefore could not prejudice the Defendant. See Plaintiffs 
Memorandum in Opposition, p. 29. This ignores the fact that it was squarely barred by this 
Court, is reversible error under Idaho law, and the testimony offered by Ms. Sisco was entirely 
nonresponsive to the question.2 Further, this Court expressly told the witness that "the 
discussion of the changes made to the stairs after the accident are out of bounds." See Aflidavit 
of David W. Cantrill, Exhibit "E", p. 48. She responded "Okay, I didn't know that." Id. The 
2 Q: How long did you continue to use them? A: The steps - by the following Monday morning, the steps were 
totally different. See Affidavit of David W. CantriIl, Exhibit E, p. 44. 
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Plaintiff cannot fail to instruct his witnesses as to the rulings of this court, try to sidestep them, 
and then argue that it was "obscure" and "brief." 
This is particularly important given the Plaintiffs repeated attempts to solicit this exact 
testimony. While Angela Sisco was guilty of nonresponsive answers violating the Court's order, 
it was merely minutes into the trial that this issue was first raised. Plaintiffs counsel presented 
photographic evidence of subsequent remedial measures that had previously been represented to 
Defendant's counsel to be taken the day of the accident. After extensive arguments, and a proper 
objection from counsel, the jury was allowed to view the photo. Again, this coupled with the 
statements from Sisco squarely placed the barred evidence before the jury. Plaintiff cannot 
pretend that the nonresponsive testimony from his own witness who he failed to instruct, coupled 
with his own submission of photos of subsequent remedial measures, did not prejudice the 
Defendant or violate this Court's order. 
The moving party has only the burden to establish that the misconduct occurred. 
Slaathaug v. Allstate ins. Co., 132 Idaho 705, 710, 979 P.2d 107, 112 (1999). Given this Court's 
rulings on the Motion in Limine, the photographic evidence, the questioning by Plaintiffs 
attorney of the remedial measures, and the fact that the witness was never informed by the 
Plaintiff that she should not testifY to the measures all show that misconduct occurred in direct 
violation of this Court's rulings in limine. 
Coupled with this misconduct are the inappropriate jury instruction on cause, the 
unwarranted instruction on willful or reckless behavior, and the complete lack of any evidence to 
support over $430,000 in economic damages. The irregularities created a cumulative effect 
which prejudiced Mr. Erhart and prevented a fair trial. 
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VI. 
REMITTITUR 
A. Requirements for remittitur. 
This Court is empowered to order a new trial on the many points outlined above. As 
such, Remittitur is appropriate as an alternative to the new trial the Defendant's seek. As 
outlined above, if the Court rejected the jury's finding that stair repairs were reckless and willful, 
the non-economic damage cap in I.C. § 6-1603 would apply. That would reduce the award to the 
Phillips to $268,026.56 each for non-economic damages. Further, if the Court conformed the 
economic damages to the evidence presented, that would reduce the $546,174.00 to $104,053.49 
(prior to the stipulated offset for amounts actually paid). All told, any Remittitur in this case 
should reduce the overall award to an absolute maximum of $640,106.61. 
VII. 
CONCLUSION 
A Judgment Notwithstanding the Verdict is warranted on three points: that the jury 
awarded over $440,000 in economic damages without a basis in evidence, that the jury found 
that the Defendants willfully and recklessly repaired stairs and that the jury failed to apportion 
liability. This Court cannot allow the excessive economic damage award to stand without 
accepting pure speCUlation on lost wages, conjecture on supposed raises, actual prescription costs 
which are less than 10% of what is claimed, and testimony barred for lack of foundation. The 
noneconomic damages are excessive and well beyond a reasonable award for the damages 
claimed. 
In the alternative, a new trial is warranted because of errors in law for inappropriate jury 
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instructions, insufficiency of evidence on both the lost wage award and willful or reckless 
behavior, an excessive award granted with the appearance of passion or prejudice, and for 
irregularities in the proceedings. If this Court finds a new trial necessary, remittitur would be an 
appropriate alternative. Given the evidence in the record, the absolute maximum award would 
be over $1 million l~s~~ that awarded by the jury. 
Dated this _~_/~ day of May, 2009. 
• !/ / \ / 
CANTRl0:]L' SK R, SULL VAN & KING 
By: __ ~ __ ~~~VtJ~~,~~~~ 
David W. Cantrill, of the firm 
Attorneys for Defendant 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on May 22, 2009, I served a true and correct copy of the above and 
foregoing instrument, by method indicated below, upon: 
John T. Edwards 
Kurt Holzer 
HOLZER EDWARDS & HARRISON, 
CHARTERED 
1516 W. Hays 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[X] 
Facsimile 
Hand Delivery 
U.S. Mail 
Boise, ID 83702-5316 
Attorneysfor Plaintiffs 
rbi(IJft;;;r;jJ 
DavIa W. Cantrill 
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David W. Cantrill, ISB #1291 
Daniel J. Skinner, ISB #7225 
CANTRILL, SKINNER, SULLIVAN & KING LLP 
1423 Tyrell Lane 
P. O. Box 359 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 344-8035 
Facsimile: (208) 345-7212 
Attorneys for Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
JAMES M. PHILLIPS and GALE 
PHILLIPS, individually and as a marital 
community, 
Plaintiffs, 
VS. 
MILT E. ERHART and MARY C. 
ERHART, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss 
County of Ada ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV PI 0707453 
AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID W. CANTRlLL 
IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS REPLY 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR JUDGMENT 
NOTWITHSTANDING THE VERDICT, 
AND IN THE ALTERNATIVE, MOTION 
FOR NEW TRIAL, AND IN THE 
ALTERNATIVE, MOTION FOR 
REMITTITUR 
DAVID W. CANTRILL, Being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says: 
1. That affiant is one of the attorneys of record for defendants in the above entitled 
action and makes this affidavit based upon his own personal knowledge and belief of the facts 
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contained herein. 
2. Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of Trial Exhibit No. 22 
presented during trial April 1,2,3,6,8,9, 2009. The summary information on actual 
costs for prescription medication incurred by Plaintiffs is on the final page. 
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of Trial Exhibit No. 22, 
presented during trial April 1,2,3,6,8,9, 2009. The summary information on actual 
costs for prescription medication incurred by Plaintiffs is on the final page. 
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit "C" is a true and correct copy of the deposition of Dr. 
Dr. David Martin taken on March 31, 2009 and admitted as evidence during trial 
April 1,2,3,6,8,9,2009. 
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit "D" is a true and correct copy of the deposition of Dr. 
George Schlender taken on October 17, 2008 and admitted as evidence during 
trial April 1,2,3,6,8,9, 2009. 
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit "E" is a true and correct copy of the trial testimony of 
Angela Sisco taken on April 3, 2009 and April 6, 2009. 
7. Attached hereto as Exhibit "F" is a true and correct copy of the deposition of Jim 
Wilson taken on October 17,2008 and admitted as evidence during trial April 
1,2,3,6,8,9,2009. 
8. Attached hereto as Exhibit "G" is a true and correct copy of the trial testimony of 
Milt Erhart taken on April 1,2009 and April 2, 2009. 
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Further your affiant Sa;:! not. 
DATEDTbis :It day of ~009. 
CANTRI:L, S ER, SULLIVAN & KING LLP 
By: f2-Jcfld,UJi 
Attorneys for Defendants 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 1-1 ~ day of May, 2009. 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at Boise, Idaho i l 
Commission Expires: IJ?y 1) 71> II 
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TE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on May .... , 2009, I served a true and correct copy ofthe above and 
foregoing instrument, by method indicated below, upon: 
John T. Edwards 
Kurt Holzer 
HOLZER EDWARDS & HARRISON, CHARTERED 
1516 W. Hays 
Boise, ID 83702-5316 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[X] 
Facsimile 
Hand Delivery 
U.S. Mail 
David W. Cantrill 
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"7: "4 - ~ER00:1EL lrJ~:~ 7ARr.ETS 00310- 71-10 WKA GREENHALD, 
YO\.li,.· ::1sUrA.r1Ce .c;,:1VE"j you 11 
.::~ ;:;SR:::\~US:, ., i' :,:,~;:; TT'.BLE':'S 
'c"C'r..::- :nsut'::;i::'"",,?, S;:'V0''i ynll $14~ 9,:'} 
c:a3:C-Q271~lO ;,:D8 822£~:i)~A~~ j 
'- • '~p 
S~~=e I~fo: ~0 :27H A~'E S 
7U;';·:PA, .r::: 8365: 
1:2 ; 4;;: '7 - ;~ S 
Ins. P:an(sj {J-1.te of 
Claim Refff {s) Se!.-vice Quar:.titj' 
r,.c.IJ!;...', 
~ ~ ,~ . , . -
1. -'- / .i"~ / U , _ \.;".:::) 
AS07728862JS61 
'it'"",,, 
~ 
"d'f 
o 
o 
o 
Pl'i ::e 
~ 1 ;' 
------ -- --- ---- - ---- -- --- -----------
:'otal Fill~.r.gs: Sl!b<;:'otal: 90.000 .: 1. :: 3 
Tr-!E:{C 12/18/07 60.<~OO 0_ -;-
1-13575663 
70tal Fl.::::1gs: S;Jbt:Jtal 6 
T:>iEtl';C ! 02/17/-::"3 0, :-'. J,J 
1-14:37813 
Ti<E~vC ,II 3 :~ 
:'..-14369445 
T>:E;';C <::~;' 2-; 
" 
.... - .. ' .. 
7:<2:','(' '6 , r 
.; '1 S '" 
:0:1:i(i~nt~al P~tie~~ :~fcr~~~:0n 
Prescription Prof:le 
01/01/2005 through 09/10/2008 
f"'::::- -~::- :: ::~: ~~:-rr:,:--,: ilS 
209 5 BU7TERCVP CT 
:-:A,"~P.:l" ;t; S~68"" 
Si~:e:1t P:::,:-:":7" , 4·1 1.2 
ate 0: Bil"':::: : 5 / 
9:-:::e :~ :.~ 
t't"es<.:,:, ipt i 
»,tmbel- Nedicatio~ !\TIC RPh Prescriber 
0564 S SER80tJEL:! OO;'~G T}\BLETS 00310 0271-10 JAB GREENWALD, N. 
Your instlrance SAV0d you $152.99 
:57:34 -055,U1 SSRCQUE:" :JOr,!~ l'ABLE7S 00310-0271-10 GJH GREENWALD, N. 
Your :nsul".:tnce saved you $152.99 
;5"':,:<4 :;S6~:; >~SROOtJE:J 100:'fG 7ARLE":'S 00310-0271-10 ERF GREENT'lALI) IN. 
Y~'..lr insurance saved you $136.99 
is 4 84 9 - C 56 -} PRC!'JRA~:():::':()L ER 60NG Ci\PSC:'ES 00228-2778-11 RTA GREEl\'WALD, N. 
Sf48 ?ROPRJ'\:\'Or.h)L BR (i():<~ ("':;PSt1LES 0'.1228-2779 11 RTA GREEt~t'lALD, ~1. 
You!.' in$ur<'lnc~ sav"f'd yet.: $"!5 gl.J 
:::. c,.:; . ;;RC!~?.;~:(\:',':L SR 
84 9- RTA GREE::N.~LD I ". 
~;1s:\:-::ancp !;:;·.~c.1 53 
Ins. Pl;tn(s) 
Claim Ref#(s} 
THE~oJC /. 
1-15197050 
T:~Ei1C 
1-l5416538 
T:4ENC I 
1-135821.19 
7ota: Fillings: 7 
-:-:,E\';C / 
T:-iEi':C / 
1-13793153 
:'otal :'i 1 ings: 
:,>:s:,,'C 
• ~ "') ~ .... 1 ~ • 
~ -.:.. j ": ..;. '" 
:nfn: 0 12~H A~E 
N'Ar.~P}\, ID 33 1551 
-16 7 - ~ 
Date 0: 
Service Quantity 
07/06/08 30.0::0 
aB/es/a8 30. no 
12/21/07 30.:1CO 
2ubtct.a: 2~C ~~c 
I':; R 3D. COO 
CR 30. 
S:Jbtc':?l::' ~::: . C 'J '"' 
,. ~ :: ! ('<: :: 
C\J 
'I!I:t' 
'I!I:t' 
o 
o 
o 
?:c~ce 
,(;0 
... ~C 
't 5 :j '; 
:~:'.':: J::'! PH:::":.,i~):; 
209 S 8U':'-:-ERC:.:P 
>::'\~'1P:\ Ii] 6B7 
1-:'?:1~ ?::8:--'.f' (:::{; \ 442 12 
.to Bi ::': t-: 10::5 1.95 0 
>~ 
':-e;:;ct~iptic: .... 
:~\~:7 ::'21" >~edicntion 
5 6" "~ ~R()pn}\!JOL0L SF( fH);'~G C.!\PSt'LES 
YOUI" insurancE> S,\V0d you $SJ.99 
4fi994 -0S648 BENA2EPRIL/HCTZ 2~/12. S:'iG ':'ABLETS 
Your insl.a~ance savE>d you $35.19 
94-4-C56q~ HE~AZEPRI! .. /!lCTZ 2 SMG TABL!E~S 
YOl.!!' inSUrA"t"lrE' s2.~:t;i YC'J $15.84 
PE~AZBPRrL!HCTZ 20/25%G TABI,E~S 
lnSU~·.:1nce saved Y(;;l S:' .84 
'";"'.-0<:: E::M.7E?R Y:'/HC":': 2 0 12 5t';-:3 7,\RLETS 
You:- i:--;.stlr3r:~:,e SA.~~P·:l $1S R4 
-.; ~SS..; ::;:::~,z,:;7,E?R1:,/F27Z:?O 5~,jS :-t:BLE7S 
'/r')'J 84 
IWC 
49884-0328-01 
00378 4745-01 
00378-4775-01 
G{)3'"!B-477S-01 
':"' 8 - 4'7 7S 
;78-4"75-0i 
~c~fidp~t:al ?3~ipn~ :nf0r~n: 
Prescription Profile 
through 09!~~/20ca 
RPh Prescriber 
GJH GRP.F:~'j:';A r.n, N, 
JAO HI,AVINKA, ,T. 
JAO HLl..,VINKA, .J. 
.TAO HLA1,'::NKA, J. 
:'1DS HLAVIN.E<.'J\, I..i. 
.:r~E :-iLA rII;:~~4, l., 
Ins, Plan{sJ 
Claim Ref# (5) 
':':'~E:';C 
1-:4165917 
Total Fillings: 
RiOGEN / 
A9084577:98091 
Total Fillings: 
REGEN 
A2C8463S07:441 
RS:;S:-; 
J\50852~62S9:;11 
EEGEN 
.1."7j8SS30jgj2S1 
?EG2N 
':';)~a: ?::::".95: 
~0rOYt ~4to:~i~~ 
I::fc 2'~H j" .. '.tE .s 
:,;J:t.:<PJ)" ID 83657. 
(2 8,1·t67 15~ 
:Jate of 
service Quant2.'.:y 
/:;0 
s~lbtotill : 60.C08 
02j26/08 .000 
Subtotal: 60.000 
03/D3/ n R 3 C . r; /',.., 
I] '3 
D6 3(, ~1CC 
I 
C"'"') 
~ 
~ 
o 
o 
o 
. ..'~' 
Prier: 
Q. = r, 
lO.0G 
10. 
7"" 
~ip:",,: i ill 1'-1. t: ::1 f 
Prescription Profi:e 
through 
?=i t i 2-n l.: :1:0 ,iTM PHILLIPS 
2 ''.:; ,:; ?l'f7FHC:;P 
~P ... "<?J1.j :C 8j~B7 
la. t :e:-:t 8\ ~42 ::\1 
ct":e 3:. 
" 15 ::,)6:? 
er:.::ie:- :.: 
?~-eS:::l~:r'': _ 
~;'-:r..'::;e:- I·:edi C2I t i or, NDC RPh Prescriber 
:,_~,r<_:C7)'·.L ? S!·~(.: :-)\BLETS 00173 06J3-0~ RTl, GJ{"R~m':ALn, ?,r 
You ~- i nS'..1C:I.!1ce 5;rl.v~d you $:(,0, ,1 9 
?S:S5J JS~~S ~AX:CTAL 25~G TARLETS 00173 0633-02 wrc; GREENWALD, N. 
Yo~r insllr~nce saved YOll $160.49 
~CESC :.~~r~7AIJ 25~G 7ARLETS 00173-0633-02 R7A GREEN"o'/ALD, N. 
1'0',11: insurance saved you $160.49 
'SSS::>2->':",F'~,;: PROPOXYPHEXS-:\, 100 'Xl AP}\P 650 ':'J\flS 00603 5467-28 GJH GREE~-r.';.;\LD, N. 
Yo~:r- :nSllt"anCe S"a\~t~d you $::7.49 
""15 ~'56'-;A RF: 80;.;(; CAPSPLES C022 -27'7 -11 JAO GREE::WA LD, ~J. 
yC\;~ instl:'~nce saved $53.99 
.. 
-; ::3 £.h 8 0:·:G c.;PSt~rJES 00228-2'"'79 ~: F-1'A GREE!~N.:"LD I ;;. 
:."1S'lt-::r:ce- ~ 
~ , 
Store Info; 700 12T:f AVE S 
!!A~;;P.:"; I::J 
(208~ 467-1560 
Ins. p12n(s) :)ate of 
Clai::i Re:# (s; S~rvice Quan':'_ i ~.'.y 
T~~St'7C " 
':-1·1305478 
Tr-mwc 04/10/08 30,;:00 
1-14571087 
Tt.;Ei<lC 05/07/08 _oo~ 
14780677 
Tctal Filli:1gs: Subtotal: 
7:-iENC 03 5/ :3;) 
1-14444004 
ToL11 Fi' ~ in:qs; Subtotti.l: :1:. 
T:·1E:'l'C C<: 'j 
14,; 
7."~E;'::: ~,,! ,. j J! '; c:l , 
-, 
7st;:: fl::~::~S· J .;. ~ , 
"II":j'4 
~ 
~ 
o 
o 
o 
?t:i::,:: 
o. c ,c 
o ('; 
,":;(' 
i~en~lal ?atle~t I~f~r~~~ 
Prescription Profi:e 
thr"ough 
_::. ei.: '"~ 1: >1 
::: :,'" :; St T7'7'SRCUr 
~.r\!<1?_; ':-D d 3 8-: 
at:-e::-l~ ?:'>.:::::e ·;t12~ :S12 
,:::;"+::A ::-t B:' :-':;.;: 10/l.S :?E 
e:;,-:0:: :.~ 
F':~esc!:" ipt:. ,;:1 
XUI:1:,e:" ~'~Qd.lcation NDe RPh Prescrlber 
~S64S HYrR~CODaNE!APAP 7 SM~/l SMG ~ARS 00591-3203-01 HDS KARTEL, D. 
Your ins;J~ance sav0d you $9.24 
: 71. ... - 0 5 ~ ~ $ CYC-:.JORE:Vl-:APRIi':S: Ot>~G TABLETS 50111-0563 03 MDS KAR7EL, D. 
yo~~ insurance savrd you $S 99 
235::: :"":'r,)O~J:DINE 1 p.;G T.=\F:"E-:'S 00378-0152-10 RTA HLAVINKA, J 
Your insuI'Rnrp sav~d you SG. 
564 ,~lJO!';;IDINE « l:"!G 7ld3LE7S 00378 0152 1C JAG HLAV:::NKA/ lJ 
YOt:::: inst.:l"(1DCe sa\~ed Y01..: $5 ''''2 
~: ~;; S h';;:; ,'~:-o;r::DINS IJ\~G 1'.,. ... BLETS 
803 7 8 015 -18 :':D5 H:'A·,]:~:KJ ... , ..:. 
~ns~:ranc~ 3ave~ you ~ 
?5 ~q :L0X:2:~E ~.l~G ~AB~E:S 80378~J152-l0 JA.B HL~.r"rp!K~. i L~ 
n's'.:!:"q:-;::,0. S,:'J;\~E-J :~S -2 
,. L,) '" ~ 
StCI"e 1:1':0: :'27:: ... \\:E 
>:A:-:P; ... , :r" 
; 'iF, '-: 
I::5. plan(s D,"1te 0:': 
Claim Ref#(s) Se!:vice C;~3.:1:lt:/ 
REGEN 1 04/031 0 8 1:; no 0 
A7084940948161 
li.) 
~ 
~ 
o 
o 
o 
?:ri 
7 liS 
--------- -_._----------------------- -------- --------- -
Total Fillings: Sub:o:;;l: J.S.O~O . S S 
REGEN / C4/03/08 15.00C ': . '; ':, 
AGC84 94 9030581 
Total Fi.llings: Subto~al :5. ~.,,; 
REGEN Gil/ca/coa E:: I:;;] ~ • ;, "7 
A788499249?)301 
REC;E:,: cs/nS/J8 r. 
A20852h2 ,~461. 
RSGE~: C6 
A1C8S5?6?S}1?1 
P2~B~! c -
'35 
?::.".o:S':·irt :':Y:l 
~;um:e l~ ~~edic.3.t ior:. NDC j<.Ph 
c s ~. S ~~O~:D:~E 0 l~G ~ABLE7S 00378-0152 :C GJP. 
Your insurancp saved ~·ou $5.72 
:';:, :5:::: Sf4E C':J'\:~ 
"'"NE (l, 1i'~;:; TJ,BLETS 00378-0152-10 JAB 
YOc.. insurance saved you $1 99 
43--C"..-CS6,;2 
:,) .... ;-.:: 2?]\L 7. 5r'~G TJ\BLETS 
00173-0633-02 GJH 
Your inStlrance ~avpd YCt $16C.49 
.;~....",:,:: -,;55-18 :,;'\;'::-CT)'d., ::::5:'IG 7'AR:-JE:'S 
00173-C633-Q2 JAB 
Your inSllranre sRved you $1 5 ,~:; 
~ F (.:< - ::' :: '.; ,~ ? 
:SF: 2~"~G :-.! ... ?sr~·!-JE'S 00228 79-11 vAS 
Yce:· insT:.-3:1Ce y'JU S4} 
.; ~ ??(;?R..;:\;)LC~ 2R Ci';G CAPSC~-,ES 
'{C',,,:' 
'. :lsr.:-::'a::ce sa\"~ i Y011 $·LI 9 
00223-2::9-1: ('I ;-t.! 
,JL'., 
;~S. Plants; 
Prescriber Claim Ref~ (5) 
HLAVIN:KJi.. \; P!-":(~~:J 
A3086::'8898'7'721 
H"!L\VTNKA, J. Be::::; 
:1023501 80909 
70tal Fill ings: 
GREENHALD, N. '.:'r':ENC / 
1-:'4960278 
GREBm'lAL:), };. 7~';E;';C 
:.5197052 
7o:'al F:'::-:..r.J'=;: 
GREEXNALD, J. •• R:'::':GE:! 
;~ 1 c:; r; 2 
-. 
GR22~:XALD I ~':. :=,:::";~~,; 
~.;: 
Jate of 
service Q1Ja!~t::.. ty 
nR/()'1/~")A f;; 
9/C9 FO. 
Subtotal: 360.000 
06/C2/08 30 CO 
::IS. 
::; db: ::'td~' G 'J . ,>:.~ 
,/ 1;:, ! 
, jC 
c.o 
~ 
~ 
o 
o 
o 
?:::-ice 
1 -
41, :. S 
'": <~~, 
~~: P~~:e~t =~f8r~a~1 
Prescription Profile 
~1! throuqh 
7:-.:: ,:. 
.. "'":~: f'HI:',L, 
20 S 8C'~TSRCUP CT 
~IAN?n.j 1:2 83687 
'lti~n: Phone: (2091442-1512 
,-~e -:::: . ..:., ... ~~ 
:.: 
;es,:l~:pt:i::-:;, 
~:',:~be'::" ;<0dic;!1tion NDe RPh Prescriber 
56~ :tROPp;\}!O:,~l:, FR 80~-!G c.r\PSt'i~..IES 00228-2779~11 RTA GRERN'!1l\ rA), ~i. 
YC:ll.- inSU1~af1Ce saved you $43.99 
:s:::r? ,}S~.!l:; ?RO?RM10IoOL ER 80t·!G c.~PSU;,ES 00228-2779-11 JAB GREENWALD, N. 
Yout~ insu:-ance saved you $43.99 
......... ~ -(:,136·;2 S'ULF'I\;·jETH/TRIK8THOPRI~j 800/160 7}\P8 00527-1443-05 GJH CHRISTENSEN, P. 
Your j~surAnce saved you $2.99 
3 '~F 2FPH)\LE>::X 0>';~ Cii.P,'::"t.·LES 00093-3147 05 GJH H:'AV:NKA, u. 
:rlSUl-A~ce s~ved you $31. 
St~re :~fo 127H AVE 
NAgPl\, TD 8J6S1 
;4157-;'560 
Ins, Plan DAte of 
claim Re:#(s'\ service Q~lar.titJ· 
REGEr.' j GA/C6/0R :1 o. 
A8086::'96880731 
BCI:) 09/C9/08 20. 
11846263 20080909 
?otal Fi~lings: .se!)tot<'l.l: 120.000 
REGEN / 07/21/08 20.C:80 
.;008603551684: 
7ctal Fil1i~1gs~ Su~tQt:\:: 
REGE:,; 
;'.6085122'788271 
""'n:a' ?i _ 6. .') C' 
r--
'Il:j"I 
'Il:j"I 
o 
o 
o 
:;>c:ce 
:::.0. "'. ~ 
• c 
~, 
c=~~idential Patient 
Prescription Profi:e 
01 through OJ/la/200B 
t:ent ~.::.=c.~ JI:': PHILLIPS 
209 8tJ77FR:='UP CT 
!JA>!PA. :::; 83687 
-:::'ent P~O:1e ;208' ';42 :5.12 
':e .of B:::::h ! .l:?6 
ode:' , ;.~ 
-escr:'pti:;:l 
>!urnbe!.» ~·:edicat ion NDC RPh Prescriber 
648 MUP:ROC!~ 2\ O:~7~ENT 22G~: 00093-1010-42 n,TH' HLAVI!-rKl\, <.>.,.. 
Your i r.sur,!lnce sav~d you $ 3 5.99 
7596 - 56"LS L.;>;OTR~GrNE 25MG 'rAnLE:'S; 00093-0039 01 GJH GREENWALD, N. 
Your inSU1-:1nCe saved yeu $125.49 
~~C:S-~S5'fS :,,.,\>10':-RIG::>JE 7Sf.jG TABLETS 00093-0039 01 GJH GREENWALD, N. 
Your instlra~re s~ved you $115.49 
':5 .... 2 J 5:':'; RENA~RPRIL;HCTZ:C SMG TADLRTS 78 4775-01 RTA HLAVINKA, oj. 
t 01...:::'- :~s~~:'ance sa~ed yo:} SlS 84 
Store Info: 70e 12':>E .:.,.v,.:E 
:~4,\;·~FA, 12 83 ::; J. 
(208) :;67-156 
Ins. Planis) Date of 
Claim Ref# (s) Service Quanti~y 
REGEN ; 07j30/0g 22.000 
A3086127137811 
':'otal Fillings: subtotal: 22,000 
-:'lI,ENC 08/95/08 3D. ceo 
1-15,:16540 
70tal Filli.ngs: S'jbtotal: 3:J. 
REGEN / oa/05/08 "'(; r<r'1 
1>.8086186:09441 
70tal Filli:1gs: Subtctal: 
PJ~':;EN :iG 
1'J.::'086195155421 
';'::::3.1 ?illi:1gs' 3:J 
c 
co 
"d'I 
~ 
o 
o 
o 
Pri.(::e 
: 0 . '1 
.00 
II. :; 
• C 
i~~n~ial ?ati2nt :nfor~~tlo~ 
Prescrir~:o~ rrc:ile 
II /2006 through 
J.: ::.~::::~_ ,;=~,! ?H::L:,IPS 
B[;:'TSRCtJP CT 
;,{,Z\;;;P}\, A3 A'" 
1.:: : 0:-: ~ ?bo~:"" 51 1 .:: 4;: 1 ::::: 
B: ,-»)..., :0,':5 :9~9 
-'> - j.; 
:~'2SC-:::~F~:' 
::t::;~er.- >iAdication ~DC RPh Prescriber 
5ft..,S :,;,7-:-JTRI:;IN£ 2sr,~n ':'A8LR':'.S 00093 -0039-01 JAB GREsm';A.LD, N. 
Y3'll!· inS1n-cU1CP !-i;tved you Sl:'S 99 
~92S6-0~54R rIENAZEPRIL/HC~Z 20!2S~G TAB~ETS 00378-4775-01 GJH HLAVINKA, J. 
you~ insurance saved YOll SIS.59 
97 2-:)554 SERO\):JEL lOCNG TABLETS 00310 0271 18 G,JH GREEh .... r'iALD, I., 
Your ::.::s1.lra.nce sMV'pd }'Q'_l SiS::::: < 3'; 
('. .. :~;.;, ,-, 
Store :~fo: :2TH AVE 5 
::<1'>.:'iP;·. I =:; s]. 
2 Q 8;, -1 f:"7 ~ 
Ins. plan(s) Da'::e of 
Claim Ref# (s) Service Q'Ja;:.t i tj' 
TME!1C 09/ "]/8 
15661134 
0") 
~ 
~ 
o 
o 
o 
?ri::02 
---~- -- --- ------- ---- -------- ---~- ---~---- - - - -
Total Fillings: subtotal: 30<cnc 
BCID / 09/08/08 3D. n 'J 
1:079286 20080908 
Total F'i:'ll.::gs: subtotal: 30 O(;C }-) 
7>iE't'iC s/cs 
:-lS561125 
7ctal Fll:i~gs: ~ub~0~a:· 3": 
';,;.:: ::",:::" :r::-.: ,;:::·f PHI:)I. :PS 
<, 3 Br:~TERC'_;P 
~;";~.;p ,; 3 S.., 
;:.:',::.:-::. .:; '1 • r.; 1 
"'t ':? ::::: 3:. :-::--. : (1 /: 5 
"':"'".-10:: 
":-~sc;.-:'~t_ 
~:l_~::'- ~-·0:· ~~~""d i C<1 t. i::Jn 
C0n!:denti~1 rati~nt =~f~r~~ti 
prescription ?roEile 
01JOl!20J6 throu~tl 09/10/2009 
!",lDC RPh PI·eseriner 
~he Manager and Staff at Walgreens 
Thank You For Your Patronage 
:::'.4. ~_ I? 
store I~fc: :27H A'lE 
:JAj.1P;~, 10 ::31 
. ·167 
:;":1S. P::"an .:)<3.t:e of 
Claim Ref#(s) Ser'::.ce CUd:--,::-_'-t~: 
o H" 
't:::tt 
o 
o 
<::> 
:J:,o 
:". 
~- ----- ----- ------ ------ ---- - ----- ------
Tota: Scri.Fts: 74 T':Jtill ?:-:i. 
Using generics sa~.le.d you a total of 
Using more generics cou:d have saved you a ~ota: of 
Your insurance saved you a total of 
Your cash quantity discount saved yO\l ~ :.otal o~ 
'., ~ Q , 4 't 
o. 
Q 
5765.92 
(' I' 
For YOllr conve~ience, this information is available online at www.walgreens.co~. 
Ask cur pharmacy staff for more infor~ation. 
Exhibit "B" 
000451 
tva 19ree:1S 
Pat.ient I::fo: .JIM PHILLIPS 
209 S BUTTERCUP CT 
NAMPA, In 83687 
Patient Phone: (208) 442-1512 
Date of Birth: 10/15/1969 
Gender: 
Allergy Conditions: 
Conditions: ~one on File 
ription 
Number Medication 
0857134-05648 SEROQUEL 100MG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $149.99 
0857134-05648 SEROQUEL 100MG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $149.99 
0857134 05648 SEROQUEL 100MG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $149.99 
0857134 -0564 8 SEROQUEL 100MG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $149.99 
34-05648 SEROQUEL 100r1G TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $152.99 
0857134 -05648 SEROQUEL 10014G TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $152.99 
0864849-05648 PROPR.l\NOLOL ER 60r~G CAPSULES 
Confidential ?dtie~t I~fol·~ation 
prescription ProfilE! 
01/01/2008 throug~ 03/17/2009 
NDC RPh prescriber 
00310-0271 10 RTA GREENWALD, N. 
00310-0271-10 WKA GREENWALD, N. 
00310-0271-10 WKA GREENWALD, N. 
00310-0271-10 MDS GREENWALD, N. 
00310-0271 10 JAB GREEN"I'IALD, N. 
00310-0271-10 GJH GREENWALD, N. 
00228-2778-l1 R?A GREEt,,"'1'lALD, N. 
('\t page: 
Report date/:~me: 03/17!::tt!i) :17 
Store Info: 700 12TH AVE S 
~ 
o 
o 
o 
Ins. plan(s) 
Claim Ref#(s) 
TMEWC / 
1-14137813 
TNEWC / 
1-14369445 
TMEWC / 
1-14700618 
TMEWC / 
1-14950787 
'l'MEWC / 
1-15197050 
TMEI'IC 
1-15416538 
Total Fillings: 6 
TMEI1C 
};AMPA, ID 83651 
(208) 467-1560 
Date of 
Service Quantity 
02/17/08 30.000 
03/17/08 30.000 
04/27/08 30.000 
06/01/08 30.000 
07/06/08 30.000 
08/05/08 30.000 
Subtotal: 180.000 
01/0·l/08 
.000 
Price 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
o.oe 
o. 
o. 
O.O~ 
45.9) 
~1i?ilgrpel1s 
?atient Info: 
Patient p!"lone: 
Date of Birth: 
Gender: 
JIM PHILLIPS 
209 S BUTTERCUP CT 
NAr·1PA, ID 83687 
(208)442 :'512 
IO/15/I969 
~ledicat ion 
PROPRANOLOL ER 60MG CAPSULES 
Your insurance saved you $45.99 
0931I96-05648 PROPRANOLOL ER 80MG CAPSULES 
Your insurance saved you $53.99 
0931196-05648 PROPRANOLOL ER 80MG CAPSULES 
Your insurance saved you $53.99 
0946994 -05648 BENAZEPRIL/HCTZ 20/12. 51~G TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $35.19 
Confidential Patient Information 
prescription Profile 
01/01/2008 through 03/17/2009 
NDC RPh Prescriber 
00228-2778-11 RTA GREENWALD, N. 
49884-0328-01 RTA GREENWALD, N. 
49884-0328-01 GJH GREEN'flALD, N. 
00378-4745 01 JAO HLAVINKJ\, J. 
Report date/ti:r.e: 117/~9 
1.(') 
~ 
o 
Store Info: 700 12TH AVE S 0 
Ins. Plan(s) 
Claim Ref#(s) 
TMEWC / 
1-13793153 
Total Fillings: 2 
TMEWC / 
1-13897144 
TMEI1C / 
1 14165917 
Total Filling": 
REGEN / 
A9084577198091 
Total Fillings: 
NAMPA, ID 83651 0 
(208) 467-1560 
Date of 
Service Quantity 
01/07/08 30.000 
Subtotal: 60.000 
01/18/08 30.000 
02/20/08 30.000 
Subtotal: 60.000 
02/26/08 60.000 
Subtotal: 60.000 
Price 
0.0< 
45. 
o. 
0.00 
o. 
10 
10. 
'ilalgreens 
Patient Info: 
patient phone: 
Date of Birth: 
Gender: 
JIM PHILLIPS 
209 S BUTTERCUP CT 
NANPA, ID 83687 
(208) 442 1512 
10/15/1969 
Medication 
0949474 05648 BENAZEPRIL/HCTZ 20/25MG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $15.84 
0949474-05648 BENAZEPRIL/HCTZ 20/25~lG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $15.84 
0949474-05648 BENAZEPRIL/HCTZ 20/25MG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $15.84 
0949474-05648 BENAZEPRIL/HCTZ 20/25MG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $15.84 
0-05648 LAMICTAL 2 5~lG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $160.49 
0950850-05648 LAMICTAL 25MG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $160.49 
0950850 05648 LAMICT]IL 25:.tG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $160.49 
Confidential Patient Information 
prescription Profile 
01/01/2008 through 03/17/2009 
NDC RPh Prescriber 
00378-4775-01 JAO HLAVINKA, J. 
00378-4775-01 JAO HLAVINKA, J. 
00378-4775-01 MDS HLAVINKA, J. 
00378-4775-01 JAB HLAVINKA, J. 
00173 0633-02 RTA GREENWALD, N. 
00173-0633 02 WKA GREENWALD, N. 
00173-0633-02 RTA GREEm';ALD, N. 
Report date/time: 03/17~9 
Store Info: 700 12TH AVE S 
LI'j 
~ 
o 
o 
Ins. Plants) 
Claim Ref# (s) 
REGEN / 
A2084639071441 
REGEN / 
A5085266259091 
REGEN 
A7085530383251 
REGEN / 
A2085883481401 
Total Fillings: 4 
TMENC / 
1-14305478 
TMENC / 
, 14571087 
THEWC / 
1-14780677 
Fillings: 
NAMPA, ILl 83651 o 
(208)467-:560 
Date of 
Service Quantity 
03/03/08 30.000 
05/05/08 30.000 
06/01/08 3~.OOO 
07/06/08 30.000 
Subtotal: 120.000 
03/07/08 30.000 
04/10/08 30.000 
05/07/08 30.000 
Subtotal 90. 
Page 
os: I 
Prict..~ 
9.7' 
9.7':. 
9.7: 
9. 
39.0( 
0.8-
o,ee 
o. 
.0 
:';algrE>l.?:1s 
Patient Info: 
Patient Phone: 
Date of Bix'th: 
Gender: 
JIM PHILLIPS 
209 S BUTTERCUP CT 
NAMPA, ID 83687 
(208)442 1522 
10/15/1969 
M 
t1edication 
PROPOXYPHENE-N 100 w/ APAP 650 TABS 
Your insurance saved you $17.49 
0960106-05648 PROPRANOLOL ER aOMG CAPSULES 
Your insurance saved you $53.99 
0960106-05648 PROPRANOLOL ER 80MG CAPSULES 
Your insurance saved you $53.99 
0961?16-05648 HYDROCODONE/APAP 7.5MG/325MG TABS 
Your insurance saved you $9.24 
NDC 
00603-5467-28 
00228-2779-11 
00228-2779-11 
00591-3203-01 
Confidential Pdtient Information 
Prescription profile 
1/01/2008 through 03/17/2009 
RPh Prescriber 
GJH GREENWALD, N. 
JAO GREENWALD, N. 
RTA GREENWALD, N. 
NDS KARTEL, D. 
Report date/time: 03/17/200 
lt? 
Uj 
~ 
o 
Store Info: 7C012TH AVE S o 
o 
Ins. plan(s) 
Claim Ref#(s) 
TMEWC / 
1 14444004 
Total Fillings: 1 
Tf4EWC / 
1-14490725 
TMEWC / 
1 14724069 
Total Fillings: 2 
REGEN / 
A7084940948161 
Total Fillings: 1 
NAHPA, ID 83651 
(208) 467··1560 
Date oE 
Service Quantity 
03/25/08 30.000 
Subtotal: 30.000 
03/31/08 30.000 
04/30/08 30.000 
Subtotal: 60.000 
04/03/08 15.000 
gubtotal: 15.000 
:1 
Price 
o. 
0.00 
o.or 
o.oc 
o . OC 
7 . 6~ 
7 6:: 
;'lalgreens 
Pa~ient :i:!l[O: ""TIM PHILLIPS 
S BUTTERCUP CT 
NA:4PA, ID 83687 
Patient phone: (20a) 442 1512 
Date of Birt!:: 10/15/1969 
Gender: N 
Medication 
0961717-05648 CYCLOBENZAPRINE 10MG TAB~ETS 
Your insurance saved you $5.99 
1023501-05648 CLONIDINE O.IMG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $8.72 
1023501-05648 CLONIDINE O. 1MG TABl,ETS 
Your insurance saved you $5.72 
CLONIDINE O. H1G TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $5.72 
CLONIDINE O.lMG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $5.72 
1023501-05648 CLONIDINE O. 114G TABr~ETS 
Your insurance saved you $5,'12 
1023501-05648 CLONIDINE O. IMG TAB[,ETS 
Your insurance saved you $1.99 
NDC 
50111-0563 03 
00378-0152 10 
00378-0152 10 
00378-0152 10 
00378-0152-10 
00378-0152 10 
00378-0152-10 
CJnfidAntial Patient I~form~tion 
Prescription Profile 
01/01/2008 through 03/17/2009 
RPh Prescriber 
MDS KARTEL, D. 
RTA HLAVINKA, J. 
JAO HLAVINKA, J. 
MDS HLAVINKA, J. 
JAB HLAVINKA, J. 
GJH HLAVINKA, J. 
,TAB HLAVINKA, J. 
Report dat.e/time: 03/2. 7li!:f:j9 
l(') 
"fd'I 
o 
store Info 700 12TH AVE S 0 
Ins. Plants) 
Claim Ref# (s) 
REGEN / 
A6084949030581 
Total Fillings: 1 
REGEN / 
A7084992496301 
REGEN / 
A2085262754461 
REGEN / 
AI085536953191 
REGEN 
A7085883481291 
REGEN / 
A8086188987721 
BCID 
11023501 20080909 
Total Fillings: 
NAMPA, ID 83651 0 
':20S}46 7 1560 
Date of 
Service Quantity 
04/03/08 15.000 
Subtotal: 15.000 
04/08/08 60.000 
05/05/08 60.000 
06/01/08 60.000 
07/06/08 60.000 
08/05/08 60.000 
09/09/08 60.000 
Subtotal: .000 
Page 
05: 1. 
Price 
6.0 
6.0 
6 "')' 
6 . :1 ~ 
6 ~. 
6._ 
5 0<. 
10. 
41 
Halgree:1s 
Pat ie;1t Info: 
pa'::.ier.t phone: 
Dat.e of Bir-:.:h: 
Gender: 
..::rrt-r PHILLIPS 
209 S BUTTERCUP CT 
NAMPA, 1D 83687 
(208)442-1512 
10/15/1969 
N 
r-tedication 
1043701-05648 LAMICTAL 25MG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $160.49 
1043701-05648 LAMICTAL 25MG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $160.49 
1046263-05648 PROPRANOLOL ER 80MG CAPSULES 
Your insurance saved you $43.99 
PROPRANOLOL ER 8 O~lG CAPSULES 
Your insurance saved you $43.99 
]-05648 PROPRANOLOl" ER 80~IG CAPSULES 
Your insurance saved you $43.99 
1046263 05648 PROPRANOLOL ER SOMG CAPSULES 
Your insurance saved you $43.99 
1046253-05648 PROPRANOLO;, ER 80MG CAPSULES 
Your insurance saved you $43 
Confidential patient Information 
prescription Pr"ofile 
01/01/2008 through 03/17/2009 
NDC RPh Prescriber 
00173-0633 02 GJH GREENWALD, N. 
00173-0633-02 JAB GREENWALD, N. 
00228-2779-11 JAB GREENWALD, N. 
00228-2779-11 GJH GREENWALD, N. 
00228-2779-11 RTA GREENl1ALD, N. 
00228-2779-11 JAB GREEh'1iALD IN. 
00228-2779 11 JAB GREENI1ALD, N. 
Report date/time: 03/17/2009 
~ 
~ 
~ 
Store Info: 700 12TH AVE S ~ ~ 
~ 
Ins. Plants) 
Claim Ref!! (s) 
Tf4EWC / 
1-14960278 
TMEWC / 
1-15197052 
Total Fillings: 2 
REGEN / 
A1085628596911 
REGEN / 
A9085962284641 
REGEN / 
A8086196880731 
BCID / 
11046263 20080909 
BCID / 
11046263 20081004 
NAf>1PA, ID 83651 
(208) 467-1560 
Date of 
Service Quantity 
-
- -
- - --
06/02/08 30.000 
07/06/08 30.000 
Subtotal: 60.000 
06/10/08 30.000 
07/14/08 30.000 
08/06/08 30.000 
09/09/08 30.000 
10/04/08 30.000 
Page 
: l' 
price 
0 
O. 
o. 
10. 
10. 
10. 
10. 
10. 
walgreens 
Patient .Info: 
Patient phone: 
Date of Birth: 
Gender: 
JIM PHILLIPS 
209 S BUTTERCUP CT 
NAI1PA, ID 83687 
(208)442 1512 
10/15/1969 
t-tedicat ion 
1046263 05648 PROPRANOLOL ER 80MG CAPSULES 
Your insurance saved you $43.99 
1061771-05648 SULFAMETH/TRIMETHOPRIM 800/160 TABS 
Your insurance saved you $2.99 
48-05648 CEPHALEXIN 500MG CAPSULES 
Your insurance saved you $31.39 
1065349-05648 MUPIROCIN 2% OINTMENT 22GM 
Your insurance saved you $35,99 
NDC 
00228-2779-11 
00527-1443-05 
00093-3147-05 
00093 1010-42 
Confidential PatIent :nformatio:l 
Prescription Profile 
1/01/2008 through 03/17/2009 
RPh Prescriber 
RTA GREENWALD, N. 
GJH CHRISTENSEN, P. 
GJH HLAVINKA, J. 
GJH HI,AVI!-llOI, J. 
P"port. dat"/t.ime: 03/17i~ 
1.(') 
Stor" Info: 700 12TH AVE S 
~ 
o 
o 
o 
Ins. Plants) 
Claim Ref#(s) 
BcrD / 
11046263 20081102 
Total Fillings: 6 
REGEN / 
A0086035516841 
Total Fillings: 1 
REGEN / 
A6086128788271 
Total Fillings: 
REGEN / 
A3CS6127137811 
Total Fillings: 1 
NAMPA, ID 83651 
(208) 467 1560 
Date of 
service Quantity 
11/02/08 30.000 
Subtotal: 180.000 
07/21/08 20.000 
Subtotal: 20.000 
07/30/08 56.000 
Subtotal: 56.000 
07/30/08 22.000 
Subtotal: 22.000 
Page 
OS',l 
Price 
10. 
60, CC 
lO.OC 
10. 
10.OC 
10. 
10.0 
lO 
Walg::.:eens 
Patient :nfo: 
Patient Phone: 
Date of Birth: 
Gender: 
JIM PHILLIPS 
209 S BtJ'7TERCUP CT 
~ANPA, In 83687 
(208)442 1512 
~ledication 
LAMOTRIGINE 25MG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $125.49 
1067605-05648 LAr~OTRIGINE 25MG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $115.49 
70-05648 BENAZEPRIL/HCTZ 20/25MG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $15.84 
1079285 -05648 :.,]\MOTRIGINE 25~1G TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $115.99 
NDC 
00093-0039-01 
00093-0039-01 
00378,,4775 ·01 
00093-0039-01 
confidential patient Information 
Prescription Profile 
01/01/2008 through 03/17/2009 
RPh prescriber 
GJH GREENWALD, N. 
GJH GREENWALD, N. 
RTA HLAVINKA, J. 
JAB GREE~rI'1ALD IN, 
Report date/time: 03/17/2009 
C') 
store Info: 700 ":"2TH AVE S 
1Jj 
~ 
o 
o 
Ins. Planes) 
Claim Ref#(s) 
TMEWC / 
1-15416540 
Total Fillings: 1 
REGEN ! 
A8086186109441 
Total Fillings: 1 
REGEN / 
A1086195155421 
Total Fillings: 
T:-1ENC 
1-15661134 
KAMP}l., ID 83651 <=> 
(208)467-1560 
Date of 
service Quantity 
08/05/08 30.000 
Subtotal: 30.000 
08/05/08 30.000 
Subtotal: 30.000 
08/06/08 30.000 
Subtotal: 30.000 
09/09/08 30.000 
page: 
05:17 
price 
o. 
o .OC 
10.OC 
10.0{ 
9.7' 
9 
o. 
;';algree~s 
patient Info: 
Patient phone: 
Date of Birth: 
Gender: 
JIM PHILLIPS 
9 S BUTTERCUP CT 
NAMPA, In 83687 
(208) -;42 1512 
:0/:5/1969 
Medication 
LAMOTRIGINE 25MG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $115,99 
1079285-05648 IAMOTRIGINE 25MG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $115,99 
1079285-05648 LAMOTRIGINE 25MG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $115.99 
6-05648 BENAZEPRIL/HCTZ 20/25MG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $15.59 
BENAZEPRIL/HCTZ 20/25MG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $15,59 
1079286-05648 BENAZEPRIL/HCTZ 20/25MG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $15 59 
1079286-05648 BENAZEPRIL/HCTZ 20/25MG TABLETS 
Your i~surance saved you $15_59 
NDC 
00093-0039-01 
00093-0039-01 
00093-0039-01 
00378-4775-01 
00378-4775-01 
00378-4775-01 
00378"4775-01 
C:o-af ident ial Patient Informat ion 
prescription profile 
Ol/Ol/200B through 03/17/2009 
RPh Prescriber 
MDS GREENWALD, N, 
RTA GREENWALD, N, 
~1DS GREENWALD, N, 
RTA HLAVINKA, J, 
MDS HLAVINKA, J. 
GJH HLAVINKA, J, 
~!DS HLAVINKA, J 
Report date/time: 
Store Info: 700 12TH AVE S 
03!17/a9 
to 
~ 
o 
o 
Ins, Plan(s) 
Claim Ref#(s) 
TMEWC / 
1-15838750 
TMEWC / 
1 16032768 
TMEWC / 
1 16190922 
Total Fillings: 4 
BCID / 
11079286 20090101 
BCID / 
11079286 20090307 
BCID / 
11079286 20080908 
BCID / 
11079286 20081004 
NAMPA, ID 83651 o 
(208) 467 1560 
Date of 
Service Quantity 
10/04/08 30,000 
11/02/08 30,000 
11/30/08 30,000 
Subtotal: 120,000 
01/01/09 30,000 
03/07/09 30,000 
09/08/08 30,000 
10/04/08 30,000 
p,,"tge: 
: 1 7 
Price 
0,00 
o on 
0,00 
0, 
10 OC 
10, 
10, 
10. 
i'la.~greens 
Patie:1t Info: 
Patient Phone: 
Date of Birth: 
Gender: 
Jlt-1 PHILLIPS 
209 S BUTTERCUP CT 
NAMPA, ID 83587 
(2081442-1512 
10/15/1969 
Medication 
BENAZEPRIL/HCTZ 20/25NG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $15.59 
1079286-05648 BENAZEPRIL/HCTZ 20/25MG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $15.59 
1079288-05648 SEROQUEL 100MG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $152.99 
8 05648 SEROQUEL 100MG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $167.99 
SEROQUEL 100MG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $152.99 
1079288 05648 SEROQUEL 100MG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $152.99 
1079288-05648 SEROQUEL 100NG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $152.99 
NDC 
00378-4775-01 
00378-4775-01 
00310-0271-10 
00310 -027:;.-10 
00310-0271 10 
00310 0271 10 
00310-0271 10 
Confidential Patient Information 
prescription profile 
01/01/2008 through 03/17/2009 
RPh Prescriber 
RTA HLAVINKA, J. 
MDS HLAVINKA, J. 
RTA GREENWALD, N. 
DA~l GREEN".vALD, N. 
GJH GREEt-JWALD, N. 
~ms GREEN11ALD I N. 
RTA GREENWALD, N. 
Page 
Repo~t date/ti~e: 03/17/2009 05:1 
Store Info: 700 12TH AVE S 
....... 
CD 
~ 
o 
o 
o 
Ins. plan(s) 
Claim Ref#(s) 
BCID / 
11079286 20081102 
BCID / 
11079286 20081130 
Total Fillings: 6 
TMEWC / 
1-16372475 
TNEI'iC / 
1-16547302 
TMEWC / 
1-15661125 
'I'~1E;1C / 
1-15838751 
TMENC / 
l-lG032767 
NANPA, ID 83651 
(208) 467 1560 
Date of 
Service Quantity Price 
11/02/08 30.000 IO.OC 
11/30/08 30.000 10.00 
Subtotal: 180.000 60.0C 
01/01/09 30.000 0.0: 
02/01/09 30.000 O. 
09/09/08 30.000 o. 
10/04/08 30.000 o. 
11/02/08 30.000 o. 
~1algreens 
Patient:. Info: 
Patient Phone; 
::Jat,e of Birth: 
Gender: 
JIM PHILLIPS 
209 S BUTTERCUP CT 
NANPA, ,D 83687 
208)442-1512 
lO/15i1969 
M 
Medication 
1079288-05648 SEROQUEL 100NG TABLETS 
YOUe i~surance saved you $152.99 
1089640-05648 CLONIDINE O.IMG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $1.99 
1089640-05648 CLONIDINE 0.1NG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $1.99 
0-05648 CLONIDINE O. ING TABLETS 
Your illsurance saved you $1.99 
CLONIDINE O.lNG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $1.99 
1089640 05648 CLONIDINE O.lNG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $1 99 
1089640-05648 CLONIDINE O.IMG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $1.99 
NDC 
00310-0271 10 
00378-0152 10 
00378-0152-10 
00378-0152 10 
00378-0152-10 
00378-0152 10 
IJ0378'0152 10 
Confidential PatIent Information 
prescription Profile 
01/01/2008 through 03/17(2009 
RPh Pl-escriber 
MDS GREENWALD, N. 
RTA HLAVINKA, 0. 
DAM HLAVINKA, J. 
NDS HLAVINKA, J, 
DA~l HLAVINKA, J. 
RTA HLAVINK,/\, J. 
~1DS HLAVINKA, J. 
Report date/time: 03/17No9 
store Info: 700 12TH AVE S 
c..o 
~ 
o 
o 
o 
Ins. Plants) 
Claim Ref#(s) 
Tf.1EWC / 
1 16190921 
Total Fillings: 6 
BCID / 
11089640 20090101 
BCID / 
11089640 20090201 
BerD / 
11 0 8 96 4 0 20090307 
BCID / 
11089640 20081006 
BCID / 
11089640 20081102 
BcrD / 
11089640 20081130 
Total Fillings: 
NAf.1PA, ID 83651 
(208)467-1560 
Date of 
Service Quantity 
11/30/08 30.000 
Subtotal: 180.000 
01/01/09 60.000 
02/01/09 60.000 
03/07/09 60.000 
10/06/08 60.000 
11/02(08 60.000 
11/30/08 60.000 
Subtotal 360.000 
Page: 
05:17 
Price 
0.0:: 
o.oc 
10. 
10. 
10. 
lO.or 
10. 
10. 
:valgrecns 
Patient Info: ,JIM PHILLIPS 
209 S BUTTERCUP C7 
NM1P}\, E) 83687 
Patient phone: (2G8) 442-151.2 
:)ate of Birth: 10/15/1969 
Gende:::: M 
Medication 
PROAIR INHALER (200 PUFFS) 8.5GN 
Your insurance saved you $20 
1095673-05648 PREDNISONE 50~!G TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $1.99 
PROPRANOLOL ER SOMG CAPSULES 
Your insurance saved you $43.99 
1122502-05648 PROPRANOLOL ER BOMG CAPSULES 
Your insurance saved you $43.99 
NDe 
59310-0579-20 
00054-0019-25 
00228-2779-11 
00228-2779-11 
Confidential Patient ~nformation 
P~escription Profile 
01/01/2008 through 03/17/2009 
RPh Prescriber 
RTA WELLS, E. 
RTA WELLS, E. 
RTA GREENWALD, N. 
RTA GREENWALD, N. 
Paqe: 
Report dati?!~i.rne: 03/17!M9 05: 
CD 
-.:::tt 
a 
Store Info: 700 12TH AVE S o 
o 
Ins. Plan (5) 
Claim Refl!(s) 
THFRT / 
U08295P4C5G200 
Total Fillings: 1 
BCID / 
11095673 20081021 
Total Fillings: 1 
BCID / 
11110474 20081201 
70tal Fillings: 1 
BerD / 
11122502 20090102 
Total Fillings: 1 
NAMPA, ID 83651 
(208)467-1560 
Date of 
Service Quantity Price 
10/21/08 8.500 15. 
Subtotal: 8.500 15.99 
10/21/08 5.000 10.00 
Subtotal: 5.000 10. 
12/01/08 30.000 10. 
Subtotal: 30.000 10. 
01/02/09 30.000 10. 
Subto~al: 30.000 lO.J~ 
;':algreens 
Patient Info: 
Patient Phone: 
Date of Birth: 
Gender: 
JII1 PHI:"L IPS 
209 S BUTTERCUP CT 
NA~!PA, ID 83687 
(208) 442 1512 
10/15/1969 
Medication 
LAMOTRIGINE 25HG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $105,99 
1133980-05648 PROPRANOLOL ER 80MG CAPSULES 
Your insurance saved you $43,99 
1133980-05648 PROPRANOLOL ER 80MG CAPSULES 
Your insurance saved you $43.99 
l133981-05648 LAMOTRIGINE 2S11G TABLETS 
Your insura:1ce saved you $105.99 
1133981-05648 LAMOTRIGINE 25MG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $94.99 
NDC 
00093-0039-01 
00228-2779-11 
00228-2779-11 
00093-0039-01 
00093-0039-01 
Confidential patient Information 
Prescription Profile 
01/01/2008 through 03/17/2009 
RPh Prescriber 
RTA GREENWALD, N, 
AAW GREENWALD, N, 
MDS GREENNALD, N. 
AAN GREENWALD, N. 
MDS GREENWALD, N, 
Pag~'? 
Report date/time: 03/17~0 os: 1 
c.o 
'II::tI 
o 
Store Info: 700 12TH AVE S o 
o 
Ins, plants) 
Claim Ref#(s) 
BCID / 
11122503 20090102 
Total Fillings: 1 
BCID / 
11133980 20090202 
BCID / 
11133980 20090307 
Total Fillings: 2 
BCID / 
l1l33981 20090202 
BCrD / 
11133981 20090307 
Total Fillings: 2 
NA1·1PA, ID 83651 
(208) 467-1560 
Date of 
Service Quantity Price 
01/02/09 30,000 10,00 
Subtotal: 30,000 10,00 
02/02/09 30.000 10.00 
03/07/09 30,000 10.00 
Subtotal: 60,000 20. 
02/02/09 30,000 lO.or 
03/07/09 30.000 10, 
Subtotal: 60.000 20 00 
;qalgrepns 
Patient :::nfo: 
Patient Phone: 
Date of Birth: 
Gender: 
JIM PHILLIPS 
209 S BUTTERCUP CT 
NAMPA, ID 83687 
(208)442 1512 
10/15/1969 
Medication 
AMITRIPTYLINE 10MG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $1.99 
1149717-05648 SEROQUEL 100MG TABLETS 
Your insurance saved you $142 99 
NDC 
00378-2610'01 
00310 0271 10 
Confidential Patient Information 
Prescription Profile 
01/01/2008 through 3/17/2009 
RPh Prescriber 
RTA MARTIN, D. 
DAM MARTIN, D. 
The Manager and Staff at Nalgreens 
Thank You For Your Patronage 
Report date/time C3/17/2.ll,P9 Lr) 
c.o 
~ 
o 
Store Info: 700 12TH AVE S c:J 
BCID 
Ins. Planls) 
Claim Ref#(s) 
/ 
11144662 20090226 
Total Fillings: 1 
BCID / 
11149717 20090310 
Total Fillings: 1 
Total Scripts: 76 
NAMPA, 10 83651 0 
(208) 467-1560 
Date of 
Service Quantity 
02/26/09 30.000 
Subtotal: 30.000 
03/10/09 30.000 
Subtotal: 30.000 
Total Price: 
Using generics saved you a total of 
using more generics could have saved you a total of 
Your insurance saved you a total of 
Your cash quantity discount saved you a total of 
For your convenience, this information is available online at www.walgreens com. 
Ask our pharmacy staff for more information. 
:1 
Price 
10.00 
10.00 
25.00 
25.00 
510.73 
0.00 
0.00 
4878.6: 
0.00 
· , 
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1618 W. Jder~n .. Boise IdahoT 83702 
COpy 
(SUO) 588-3,370 'If {20iiJ34~4004.(2{)8lM3-4PQ1 ·~ 
ITl 
I • D. 
Martin, M. 
PRO 
March 31, 2009 
(is 
insomnia? 
of 
medication he \\as 
Associated Reporting Inc. 
208.343.4004 
Phillips v. 
as 
000470 
Martin, M.D. March 31, 2009 
And. 
other choices 
you sa\\ him'! 
Obje.::t to the fonn of the 
you about? 
MR. HOL/ ...ER: On his March -- his firs! visit 
And your he 
uncI' 
of 
means the mental-status 
ailer a conclls:-.ion. 
(). of actiun for Mr. Phillips 
SUl~J.!C~Slt~1J thaI \\c ammge an MRI or 
b.:causc of the mental ditllculties he \\a\ 
(). And do }tlll \\hat tll,):-,c memal 
ditlkulties wcrt~ a:-, \\c'rc hen: Do lOU rC\:ali 
hat \\crc') 
A. From Ihe chaI' note? 
Associated Reporting Inc. 
208.343.4004 
Phillips \I. 
000471 
March 31, 2009 
I~l time seen 
And did you 
m<:dications to his medication 
He 
observation you made? 
A. Well. I asked her 
Q. And ",hat's an SSRI? 
A. 
Associated Reporting Inc. 
208.343.4004 
Phillips v. 
tor an 
in for 
un: you 
note to rc.::ull. 
an SSRI? 
000472 
March 31 r 2009 
CROSS EXAMINl\TION 
MR. CANTRILL: 
Y 011 I'm strllck 
,Martin, And thaI 
tile 
in here, And one time y_lU 
the from the 
in here, it indicated that 
down step::" Al another 
it indicaLed had fallen dllWl1 16 step;" At 
it indicated he fell doy, n 18 
A. Is that from or ditlcrent 
And then there was nurse nr~,i'flti.)npr 
and said 18 steps, So the:-.e are 
YOli and you \Hite them 
of 
bh)(xl pres:.ure 
(), in here \Vllere there \~as any 
1ll':f1!ion ofi'v1r. life his \Vor!.. 
Y Oti don't takt: that 00\\ III 
I think there rl!cord in here or hi;; 
life and \Vork 
life is like? 
instance, do you treat them'? 
I do not treat them, I kl1l1\\ that the} have 
boss? 
ASSOCIated Reporting Inc, 
208,343.4004 
Phillips v~ 
000473 
Martin, M.D. 
I r>t:licve it \'.as normaL 
March 31, 2009 
\'would have 
Dr. BeaVt:f tu :>ome eAtent? 
BY MR. HOLZER: 
I 
recollections that 
Is it because memo!) 
Associated Reporting Inc. 
208.343.4004 
v. 
Greenwald lind 
varies? 
000474 
Martin, M.D. 
Correct. 
MR. HOLZER: 
MR. CAN'I 
MR. HOlZER: 
D(x:tor. 
further. 
Thank YOl!o 
your time lhi" 
March 31, 2009 
Associated Reporting Inc. 
208.343.4004 
Phillips v. 
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iJhiilip' H. Erhart Case No. CVOC0707453 I niIl (n(HlHl U ~ of \lIIt bh;H, 
~-.'--. A. The only :;tcp ! had [) chalk'llge \\ ith i --------" ... 
\\<\" :-.kP '\0. 2. Mr. Cantril! said it \\as Nt). 3. I ') 
but it\ aClually No. 2. And the prob lem WI.' hau I" 
Q. Then )uu'd tigilll..'!1 it. and it \\l)uld 
gel bl..'ltcr. and thL'll il would IUd:-ieli up'? IkeathL' 
. \',ilh thaI un\.' \\:\:-:. \\(;; had;1 '>lightlink tilt I -l as pcopk walked nil it and ll.';,l·d it. it \\ \lldd 
.. h.·casionallJ . i :' loos .... n up a link hit ;tnd you'd lig,hll'll i! up 
But I can't tel l \\lll \vl t.'n thai \vas ! () agmn'.' 
s a long lim\: hl..'fort.' th ... · a..:..:idC'1H bt.'cLllbe I "-cpt 
'I LIking Ill) :;0": hl;'l wi lh me to try to tighten it ;ll1d 
: ,I didn't do any gl.)oJ. 
So. finally. I \\ent :;omc\'.hcrc and 
bought :o holkr b,)its and plH tho:,;,: ho lts m. 
Bi.'causl.'. as yeHI kmw.·. on a t.'oncn.'lI..'lq). 111..: hok 
14 they drill is -- I don 't kno\.\. 1"11;,')- obviously 
didn't drill the hole del.'p enough. So that\ wll) . 
I () v. hen Iht.' bolt \\t.'nt ur inln it. it lacked a iiulL' 
hil. iik~ a 32nd or SI.)J11\!lhing. which allO\\l'd -- so 
'd g il dO\\ 11 ,md crank it tight. bur it didn 't. 
i : .; Sn. fi na lly. that's wha t I did. was 
II juS! \\ah:hed -- wem somewhere like Ace lIard\\are I.' : ~ \'1' :-iir!11dhint!- and p icked up a couple hoits and 
I'h)\...:d at them .:arcfully and gut lhl'i11 in there. 
I ·, . ! ,':' 
Q. SO )lHj had a SkP Jm\I1 thl'!\: at [hI..' 
itultOilJ. \-\h i..' thl..'r it \v<! ::; the illird Dr [hI.' sl..'cund --
A. Se..:und step. 
i 7 
t; I'd .:I11..'CI\ IllllhilL I dUll'( \\anl10 :>d\ pll ... ili\ c. 
i Ci but [11(' :!\.·l·iJ":-n! iupp...-n('li \\\\. ;1111.1 ;i h;di' ~ \..';11' 
I 
i HI arter lit(' :-i[I..'PS \\\:1'1..' put in. ~\l . ill ali 
I i : i 
i 1 .. ! '-
! , w I :~, 
! Ifl 
! 17 , , . 
I 
-, , 
._1 
, . 
, 
" 
!ikellh\lod. that ~.tep \\ ;!S ti'.ed i ()li~ beinr<.: tiLiL 
Q. ":,0 your l:..'s[imuJl~ \, (.luid b .... tIll:, .... 
\\'a~ .-~- a(tl~r lhi~ ;' i L\:ltk,~l it. ~n l) hud) itu ,"', ~u ui Uc'd 
thc:>-: :>h:ps \\lluidn'l ha\\.' I\IUlki all> \\uhbl~ -h.';" 
hl..'l;'auSe you wou ld ba\ I..' li\I..'J it'.' 
A. rh<Il' " ,.'urrc:d -, endl.::l\ (,fed ill !i \ 
it. ,my\\'ay . 
Q. But ~ Otl Ill'\ ,,'I' ""em lip Ihl' s! \.'P:-, (lJ' 
W~llt unJcrtlc'alh thl' step,> and .: h<:ck~d lu '>c~ j r 
thtse :'>l<:pS that ~\)U chn:l' to not U:>e halfth-: 
a tladlll1C!llS o n were IHm'ah k. other thall \\ohhl\. 
but had.; alld Ilx ti1'.' 
A. Lm-hmm \\ dl. j think :- un .... ta!(·d 
!ll c'~ IllP \ <;,:d all inch. wh id l b ab .... l.du!l..'i) il ll: cJ t'[\x l. 
in ~ our l'Olll1:-.\.'i It) thl:jUI'\ . I 11"T;; \\;b i:l l 
:;1 
._--.....,-------.,...-----_._--,---------_ .. _---_ .. _----_ .. . Q. :\ne! it was \\obbl\ . like thi s n1m C::l1lt' l1 l. "1 \) it':, h:ud ll>r mt' to ligure \JUl hm\ 
) (dc:molh(rating)'! 
A. Not lik;.: [haL 
Q, Okd: . Wubbl\ 
(J..:nhlll..;!raling )':' 
A. \i\.I . 
liKe thi s 
Q. 110\\ diu it \\nbbk> I' .. \plain fur the 
A. Ii) oll stood on it cUld play.:d with 
"1 1t. ~\ )U ..:ould mah' it \\iggk. Yuu had 10 
puqh):-dy \\urk at it. 
! ;; 
Q. You \\ ould l'l..'gularly go down aJld 
n .. 'light~n i!'! 
A. lhal\; ..:orn:ct. 
0. 'vVhy did :-. ou haYI' [( r..: rtglu('11 iL' 
A. Well. b~causc? the or:ginal bolt:-. 
Lhat \\-:rc given to ille by the 1i.}[1-; uut on M\\:~sy 
Cup. obviollsly. We !'l': a lad !(IO leng or -- \-\1.'11. 
pmbcthly Ihl.' skp had nt:\..::r been drilled pn,pl:r!:-
~ll the m,mut~IL'lUrt'r. Lt hadn't -- it s!1t)uld ILl\\.' 
[',:\.'ll Jrilk'e! Ii !.; ..:: u 32nd or a l() th tk..:per. so lh <.;' 
hulb \\-1.'1"1.' all standard sizL'. So, oiomc:\\!1c:re ahlllg 
I!1\.' 1mI.'. 1 gI)l a -; iightl: shurter boll. 
Q. Hut you 'd tightell it. and if \\nuld 
~' t'l :1 lillk hcttl..'r. and then it \\ould lousen up? 
50 
) : Illi \.' ,lI1l ;; up "ilh tiWt lllilll b-:r 
Q. ULI~. Su y~lU Intu tk'i ur) :i \\ Ili k 
.{ "gu ) UU \.\\..·rL'~i\ c: !l \11' l ){ l,) i iuk\ iI:~ttllh'll:'. 1 )i d 
\Ol! no! r ... ·;u.l al l uf it) 
~ Q. 01...<1:. 1 \\ as j u:-. t \\unLierins;. 
ti f\. l )kl1\ . 
jli Q. I W.b ,ilbt \\ol)(.krillg 
, I ! Uti) ,i ll h~l\ I..' ~Ill> fmnu! lLlin in ;,: ill 
. I': U.llbtrw.:tiuil·.' 
. u A . \\, \..,11. k tlTlial (r~l i llin):! ill /! II 
'14 ,-'oITe,-~1 \ \\It'd . Hut in rrt: dHlf,,'h p:hll·W;' t:..ir.;. i 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
JAMES M. PHILLIPS and GALE 
PHILLIPS, individually and as a marital 
community, 
Plaintiffs, 
\s. 
MILT E. ERHART and MARY C. ERHART, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV-PI-07-07453 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
AND ORDER 
This matter is before the Court on Defendant's post trial motions for judgment 
notwithstanding the verdict, alternative motion for new trial, and alternative motion for 
remittitur. The Court has had the benefit of thorough briefing by the pat1ies. In addition, the 
Court has extensively reviewed the testimony of witnesses at trial from its own notes ancl the 
trial transcript. Portions of the trial testimony were depositions read into the record or in the 
form of video played to the jury. Those portions of testimony were not in the transcript but \\a5 
available to the Court in the [ornl of the deposition transcripts themselves. The Court also 
considered all rekvant exhibits. 
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1. APPLICABLE LEGAL STANDARDS 
A. Motion for Judgment Notwithstanding the Verdict 
In ruling on a motion for judgment n.o.v, this Court must detern1ine \\hether, admitting 
the truth of the adverse evidence and drawing every legitimate inference most favorably to the 
opposing party, there exists substantial evidence to justify submitting the case to the jury. In 
making the motion for judgment 11.0.V., defendants necessarily admitted truth of all ofplaintiffs' 
evidence and every legitimate inference that could be drawn from it, in light most favorable to 
plaintiffs. Quick v. Crane, III Idaho 759, 727 P.2d 1187 (1986). The substantial evidence test 
does not require the evidence be uncontradicted. It requires only that the evidence be of 
sufficient quantity and probative value that reasonable minds could conclude that a verdict in 
favor of the party against whom the motion is made is proper. Waterman v. Naliomvide Alut. 
fns. Co., 146 Idaho 667, 201 P.3d 640 (2009) (internal citations omitted). 
B. Motion for New Trial 
I.R.c.P. 59 set forth seven grounds for granting a new trial. Defendant has moved for a 
new trial based on four of them. In general, a motion for new trial requires the exercise of 
discretion by the trial judge. The ability of a trial court to grant a new trial serves as an integral 
part of the jury trial process. It exists to insure, so far as is humanly possible, a fair trial. I am 
instructed that on the one hand, I do not sit to approve miscarriages of justice when they occur 
in my courtroom. On the other hand, respect for the collective wisdom of the jury and the 
function entrusted to it under our constitution suggests that I should, in most cases, accept the 
jury's findings even though I may have doubts about some of their conclusions. Quick v. Crane, 
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III Idaho 759, 727 P.2d 1187 (1986.) Not every error that occurs in the course of a trial 
justifies setting aside a verdict in favor ofa new trial. I.R.c.p 61. 
a. I.R.C.P.59(a)(l) 
A new trial may be granted to all, or any of the parties, and on all, or part of the issues in 
an action for "Irregularities in the proceedings by which either party was prevented trom having 
a fair trial." LR.C.P. 59(a)(1). Where the irregularity is misconduct, the Court must engage in a 
four step deliberative process: (1) It is for the losing party, in the first instance, to show that 
there was some communication off the record and not in open court; (2) The burden then shilts 
to the winning party to show what the communication was. Ifhe cannot show what it was, the 
verdict must be set aside; (3) Ifhe can show what it was, but it appears to have been of such 
character that it may have affected the jury, then the verdict must be set aside; and (4) Only if it 
is made clearly to appear that the communication could not have had any effect, can the verdict 
be allowed to stand. Slaathaug v. Allstate Ins. Co., 132 Idaho 705, 711, 979 P.2d 107, 113 
(1999). 
b. l.R.C.P.59(a)(5) 
Under I.R.C.P. 59(a)(5), a trial court may grant a new trial for "excessive damages or 
inadequate damages, appearing to have been given under the influence of passion or prejudice." 
LR.C.P.59(a)(5). Where a motion for a new trial is premised on inadequate or excessive 
damages, the trial court must weigh the evidence and then compare the jury's award to what it 
would have given had there been no jury. lfthe disparity is so great that it appears to the trial 
court that the award was given under the influence of passion or prejudice, the verdict ought not 
stand. Dinneen v. Finch, 100 Idaho 620 at 625,603 P.2d 575, at 580 (1979). See also, rVi/son 
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v. Simpiot, 143 Idaho 730,152 P.3d 601 (2007). Rule 59(a)(5) is applicable when damages are 
so excessive or inadequate as to appear to be the result of partiality by the jury. If the trial judge 
believes that the jury's award may only be explained as resulting from passion or prejudice, then 
he should grant a new trial under 59(a)(5). Pratton v. Gage, 122 Idaho 848, 840 P.2d 392 
(1992). 
c. LR.C.P.59(a)(6) 
Under I.R.C-P. 59(a)(6), a district court may grant a new trial based on the ground of 
"insufficiency of the evidence to justify the verdict or other decision." I .P () I. "A trial 
judge may grant a new trial on that ground if, after making his or her own assessment of the 
credibility of the witnesses and weighing the evidence, the judge determines that the verdict is 
not in accord with the clear weight of the evidence." Johannsen v. Utterbeck, 146 Idaho 423, 
196 P.3d 341 (2008) (citing Karlson v. Harris, 140 Idaho 561, 568, 97 P.3d 428, 435 (2004». 
The standard under Rule 59(a)(6) is totally different from that under 59(a)(5); under 59(a)(6) 
the trial court may grant a motion for new trial if it finds that the verdict is not supported by the 
evidence. Rule 59(a)(6) motions are analyzed under the test stated by the Idaho Supreme Court 
in Blaine v. Byers, that provides the trial court may grant a new trial: 
... [w ]hen it is satisfied the verdict is not supported by, or is contrary to, the 
evidence, or is convinced the verdict is not in accord with the clear weight of the 
evidence and that the ends of justice would be subserved by vacating it, or when 
the verdict is not in accord with either law or justice. 
Blaine v. Byers, 91 Idaho 665,671,429 P.2d 397, 403 (1967) (as quoted in 
O'Dell v. Basabe, 119 Idaho 796, 810 P.2d 1082 (1991). 
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d. I.R.C.P.59(a)(7) 
Under I.R.C.P. 59(a)(7), a district court may grant a new trial based on the ground of 
"elTor in, occulTing at the trial. The district judge is vested with wide discretion to grant or 
deny a new trial where substantial rights of the aggrieved party are not affected and that party is 
not entitled to a new trial as a matter of right. Davis v. SUIl Valley Ski Educatioll Foundatioll, 
130 Idaho 400, 405, 941 P.2d 1301, 1306 (1997). ElTors in the jury instructions are grounds for 
granting a new trial, unless the elTor does not result in any substantial injury to the moving 
party. 
e. Remitter 
The trial judge can grant an additur or remittitur only as an alternative to a new trial. 
The court should not use additur and remittitur simply to substitute its conclusion as to the 
amount of damages for that of the jury. Howes v. Fultz, 115 Idaho 681, 769 P.2d 558 (1989). 
1. DEFENDANT'S MOTIONS 
A. Motion for Judgment Notwithstanding the Verdict 
Defendant Erhart asks for judgment n.o.v. on three issues decided by the jury. He seeks 
reversal of the award of economic damages; to the extent the jury found him reckless (thus 
invoking the danlage cap in I.c. 6-1603); and as to the jury's finding of liability. A motion for 
judgment n.o.v. is treated as simply a delayed motion for directed verdict and standard for both 
is the same. The result is outright reversal of the jury verdict. There must be a lack of credible 
evidence upon which ajury could render any verdict in favor of the non-moving party. This is 
a harsh result, when contrasted with granting a motion for new trial, as the plaintiff (in this 
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case) is simply denied any recovery on the claim upon which the judgment n.o.v. is granted. 
Each item upon which Defendant seeks reversal of the jury's verdict will be discussed in tum. 
a. The Economic Damage Award 
Defendant suggests the economic damages awarded to Mr. Phillips cannot be sustained 
by the evidence and must be set aside. Defendant argues strenuously that there is no evidence 
to sustain the component of economic damages represented by future lost income. Plainti ff 
argues just as strenuously that the lost future income is supported by the evidence. 
Both overlook that granting the motion would result in the award of no economic 
damages to Mr. Phillips. The verdict does not apportion specific items of economic loss. The 
jury was simply instructed as to the items it could consider and asked to determine a total 
amount. There were no requested instructions to the contrary and non objection lodged to the 
special verdict form used. Given that the Defendant stipulated to over $100,000 in economic 
damages in the form of medical bills and pre-trial lost wages, it would be manifestly wrong to 
award him nothing. Assuming liability, if the jury had awarded no economic damages, this 
Court would have been compelled to at least grant a new trial upon request of the Plaintiff. 
The Court has reviewed the evidence in support of the economic damages and 
concludes there is sufficient evidence in the record to sustain the economic damages award 
under the n.o.v. standard. 
This portion of defendant's motion is denied. 
b. Reckless Conduct 
Defendant maintains there was insufficient evidence to justify giving the jury an 
instruction on the issue of reckless conduct. Specifically, he argues there was no evidence in 
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the record "to indicate that Mr. Erhart took any action with both the knowledge that his actions 
created and unreasonable risk ofhann and a 'high degree of probability such harm would 
result.'" The proper test against the evidence is to be measured is the definition of "reckless" 
given the jury. The jury was instructed: 
The words "willful or reckless misconduct" ... mean intentional or reckless 
actions taken under circumstances where the actor knew or should have known 
that the actions not only created an unreasonable risk of hann to another, but 
involves a high degree of probability that such hann would result. 
Jury Instruction #19. 
Mr. Erhart was the owner operator of at least two commercial buildings from his 
testimony. He had been engaged in that occupation for a number of years before this incident. 
He did much of his own maintenance and repair work, including the installation of the stairs at 
issue in this case. In a pre-trial ruling, the Plaintiffs expert was prohibited from testifying to 
his opinion that Mr. Erhart's conduct in this case was "an extreme deviation from reasonable 
standards of conduct." The Court noted that such expert testimony was not necessary in the 
context of this case. The Court continues to believe that is within the realm of the jury to 
detennine whether the Defendant's actions rose to the level of being reckless. 
I have considered the testimony of Mr. Erhart in the context of this motion. He does 
acknowledge that he had a duty as a landlord to keep a safe premises; that it was his decision to 
leave out the two bolts; that he did not consult the manufacturer or his supplier in making the 
decision. He acknowledged that a shim would have allowed the two bolts to be put in place, 
but he chose not to use one because of the time involved. He acknowledged his repair to the 
stairway did not comply with the Unifonn Building Code in many respects. This was just some 
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of the evidence in the record from which a j ury could conclude Mr. Erhart was not as concerned 
with safety as he stated. There was also testimony from Mr. Doolittle that he advised Mr. 
Erhart of a loose tread.] Given the testimony of the Dr. Gill regarding the need for a safety 
plan, Mr. Erhart's statement that he felt free to vary from code requirements, and the testimony 
of Mr. Fries that the building code is a minimum safety standard, a jury could reasonably 
conclude that Mr. Erhart was aware that his repairs to the stairs created a high degree of risk of 
injury. The jury could likewise conclude that the injury to someone was likely. They could 
also conclude Mr. Erhart should have known these things, given his hands on management of 
his rental property. 
In the course of his argument, Defendant quotes the Court as having said "it did not 
know how the jury could find the Defendant's actions reckless." First, the comment was an 
offhand remark and not intended to be a ruling on the state of the evidence. Second, the 
comment was made during discussions of jury instructions. The comment was made at the time 
the Court was advising Counsel he intended to give an instruction on reckless conduct. Third, 
the comment, as it appears in the transcript is not so positive as Defendant would have it seem. 
Defendant is making too much from the comment. 
This portion of Defendant's motion is denied. 
I There is no evidence in the record as to which tread It was. Nor was Mr. Erhart questioned about Mr. Doolittle's 
warning. There are other misstatements or mischaracterizations ofMr. Earhalt's testimony in Plaintiffs' brief, but 
that does not mean there was no evidence. 
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c. Liability 
Defendant requests judgment n.o.v on the jury's apportionment of liability. He argues 
on the grounds that the jury could not rationally excuse Mr. Phillips of any responsibility for the 
fall and asks the Court to reverse the verdict based on the failure to apportion fault. 
Realistically, granting this motion would amount to a directed verdict in Defendant's favor on 
liability. That is the equivalent of saying the only conclusion that could be drawn from the 
evidence is that Defendant was less than 50% at fault. That is not justified. 
Defendant argues that, given the testimony that the stairs were stable, there had to have 
been fault on Mr. Phillips part. This argument overlooks that the jury was free to find from 
evidence that the stairs were far from stable. There was considerable discussion at trial 
regarding the loosening of the lag bolts at the end of the tread opposite the missing bolts. 
Plaintiffs' experts, based on this testimony as well as position of the tread itself, showed the 
tread capable of movement. Dr. Gill, in particular, noted the stair treads were "wobbly" when 
he examined them. There was also testimony that the stairs, as constructed, failed to meet 
building code requirements for dynamic loads. The jury is free to pick and choose the evidence 
it considers. It is true Mr. Erhart was adamant the stairs were stable. But, his was not the only 
opinion offered at trial. 
Likewise, the fact that Plaintiff was carrying a box could indicate the handrail was not a 
factor. But, it is also possible, given the size and weight of the box in question, that it had no 
influence at all. 
The Court agrees with Defendant that Mrs. Phillips' comments, as recorded in the 
medical records, are not pertinent. The motion in limine intended to preclude her statement 
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regarding Mr. Phillips' utterance from being entered into evidence. Voluminous records 
medical records were entered into evidence. The particular entry that Plaintiff refers to was not 
brought to the Court's attention. Had it not been mentioned in Plaintiffs brief, the Court would 
not be aware of it now. Further, the statement was not mentioned in closing. The medical 
records and other documents were stipulated into evidence in bulk. The documents were 
largely ignored from that point of trial on, other than the portions the medical witnesses 
referred. In any event, Mrs. Phillips was not a witness to the fall and her "knowledge" could 
only be speculation based on this record. 
There are sufficient facts in the record, including those discussed earlier in this opinion 
regarding reckless conduct, to sustain the jury's finding. This portion of Defendant's motion is 
denied. 
B. Motion for New Trial 
The Defendant moves for a new trial on four separate grounds under Rule 59(a). Each 
will be discussed in the order raised by Defendant in his briefing. 
b. 57(a)(7) --Error in the Law at Trial 
i. Jury Instruction #11. 
The Defendant argues that the giving of the "substantial factor" instruction on 
proximate cause was error. In his view, the correct instruction was IDJI2d 2.30.1, the "but for" 
instruction. This question was the subject of much discussion at the time of trial. Defendant 
made the arguments and the issue has certainly been preserved. The Court is still of the opinion 
that the substantial factor instruction was correct. Newberry v. Martens, 142 Idaho 284, 127 
P .3d 187 (2005) instructs that the substantial factor instruction is appropriate when there is 
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more than one possible origin of an injury. In this case, the evidence presented by the defense 
would have permitted ajury finding that two forces, or causes, caused the damage i.e. the 
comparative negligence of the Plaintiff. The defense also argued that certain ofMr. Phillips's 
problems were the result of other stressors in his life and not the sequelae of his head injury. 
The giving of instruction # 11 was not error. This portion of Defendant's motion is 
denied. 
ii. Submission of Reckless Conduct to the Jury 
The Defendant argues that submitting the issue of reckless conduct to the jury was an 
error oflaw. For the reasons set forth above denying the motion for j.n.o.v., this portion of the 
motion will be denied. Unlike other grounds for a new trial, this request does not require a 
weighing of the evidence, simply an examination of the evidence to determine if the legal ruling 
was correct in light of the issue before the Court. 
c. 57(a)(6) -Insufficient Evidence to Support the Verdict. 
Again, the Defendant has made a multipart request under this portion of Rule 59(a). He 
renews the claim that the evidence does not justify the economic dan1ages and the sufficiency of 
the evidence to justify the finding or reckless conduct. 
i. Economic Dan1ages 
The Defendant essentially asks the is Court to review the evidence upon which the jury 
necessarily found Mr. Phillips will suffer future lost wages. Contrasted with the motion for 
j.n.o.v on this ground, the Court is required to weigh the evidence and assess the credibility of 
the witnesses. Rather than just reviewing the quantity of evidence, the Court must asses the 
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quality. Only if the Court is convinced the verdict is against the clear weight of the evidence 
may it disturb the verdict of the jury. This is necessarily an exercise in discretion. 
The parties stipulated to economic loss of$104, 053.49. Defendant concedes in his 
reply brief there are also damages in the form of future medication, although he disputes the 
Plaintiffs' figures. Plaintiffs also point to the future cost of counseling that is in evidence, as 
well as, some relatively minor pre-trial lost wages due to a surgery. Plaintiffs claim a small 
amount for pretrial income from an expected raise in salary Mr. Phillips did not receive. There 
are issues concerning the amount of future medication and the additional pre trial lost wages, 
but the core issue is the claim that Mr. Phillips will lose his job and be unemployed in the 
future. Without this component, the jury verdict on economic loss cannot be explained in any 
fashion. 
After weighing the evidence and thoroughly reviewing the testimony, the Court 
concludes the Defendant is correct on this issue. There is sufficient evidence to avoid judgment 
n.o.v., but the weight of the evidence does not justify the finding that the Plaintiff will lose his 
job. He is still working at the time of trial. He received a poor evaluation in 2007. Contrary to 
Plaintiffs assertions, there is no written evaluation for 2008 in the record, but the testimony of 
his immediate supervisor is that his job performance was improving. The evidence the 
Plaintiffs rely on for the proposition that "it is highly likely that he will lose his job in the near 
future" is either non-existent or relies on pure speculation. Ms. Sisco testified that other 
employees, in the past, have been terminated for having poor performance evaluation two years 
in a row. She is not Mr. Phillips' supervisor, nor was there evidence that she serves in any 
supervisor capacity within the company. There is no basis for her speculate how the employer 
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is going to treat Mr. Phillips, given his rather unique circumstances. Ron Sundberg did not 
testify concerning the standard practices of the company when it came to hiring and firing. He 
was not asked and, given his short tenure with the company, likely would not have been able to 
render an opinion on company employment practices. Mr. Sunberg actually testified about a 
recent interaction between Mr. Wilson, Plaintiffs current boss, and Mr. Phillips at a conference 
after the injury. The relationship can best be described as cordial. It was hardly supportive of 
the notion that Mr. Wilson is on the verge of firing Mr. Phillips. 
Mrs. Phillips testimony, aside from her obvious self interest, is not any different than 
that of Ms. Sisco. She has second hand knowledge at best. 
The Court agrees with Defendant that the two witnesses who have actual knowledge of 
the job prospects for Mr. Wilson did not testify that his firing was imminent. Both testified that 
a sub-par review two years in a row, combined with lack of improvement, is the path to 
tennination. Neither testified that Mr. Phillips satisfies both criteria. Mr. Wilson in fact 
testified that he expected the 2008 review, when prepared, the show improvement. George 
Schlender essentially confinned the general statement that poor perfonnance combined with 
lack of improvement over 2 years was a path to tennination. As to Mr. Schlender in particular, 
his testimony was actually that Mr. Phillips seemed to fit with the company. 
Weighing the evidence, as the Court must, I am of the opinion that the award oflost 
future employment is too speculative to meet the Plaintiffs burden of proof. I cannot sustain a 
finding that it is more likely than not that this person is going to lose his job as a result of this 
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incident.2 I entertain similar doubts about other elements of the damages, but this issue is 
dispositive here. Defendant's motion for a new trial on the issue of economic damages is 
granted pursuant to LR.C.P 59(a)(6). 
ii. Reckless conduct. 
After weighing the evidence and evaluating the testimony of the witnesses, the Court is 
not convinced the jury's finding that Mr. Erhart was reckless is contrary to the weight of the 
evidence. Some of that evidence is set forth above regarding the motion for judgment n.o.v. 
The Court is not prepared to say the Court would reach the same conclusion as the jury, but that 
is not the test. Motions for a new trial are, to some extent, and exercise in second guessing the 
jury. But there are limits. There is substantial, conflicting, credible evidence that could lead to 
either result. This Court has enom10US respect for juries and the collective wisdom they 
represent. In this case, it is, considering all of the evidence, a close question on whether Mr. 
Erhart should be found to be reckless. Given that, it was for the jury to decide. Defendant's 
motion for a new trial is on this issue is denied. 
d. 57(a)(5) Passion or Prejudice Leading to Excessive Damages 
Defendant challenges the jury award in toto as the product of passion or prejudice. 
Again, the Court is called upon to evaluate the evidence. This time it is for the purpose of 
comparing the award of the jury to a hypothetical award by the Court sitting without the jury. 
Defendant complains in particular that the economic loss claim is unjustified; that the 
noneconomic loss is not justified given the amount of "actual" economic loss; and that the size 
2 Lest there be any misunderstanding, I have not overlooked the testimony of the medical witnesses in reaching this 
conclusion. 
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of the award to Mrs. Phillips on her loss of consortium claim cannot be explained other than as 
the product of improper passion or prejudice. 
The Defendant makes an argument that, because there should have been no finding of 
reckless conduct, the amount of noneconomic damages must necessarily be limited by the 
statute capping such damages. When viewed through this prism, a Court could only award a 
maximum of the amount allowed under the cap. This necessarily leads to an extraordinarily 
large disparity in the amount of the jury award compared to a hypothetical bench award. This 
argument is misplaced. Whether the cap applies or not is unrelated to the amount of damages 
actually suffered by Plaintiff lfthe cap applies it serves to limit the amount of damages legally 
recoverable by plaintiff. They are not the same thing. The cases may use the language of 
amount "the court would award" for purposes of the Rule 59(a)(5) comparison'\ but the proper 
focus is the anlOunt of damages the Court believes has been proved under the evidence. Total 
damages are determined first, then the cap applied, not vice versa. 
As to the damages, Mr. Phillips suffered a significant head inj ury. He suffers from 
memory and emotional problems, among other things. He requires counseling and medication. 
These needs will last for some significant t time in to the future, if not the rest of his life. The 
Court found the testimony of Dr. Beaver and the other treating health care providers credible on 
the issue of the significance and cause of Mr. Phillips's problems. The Defense argued at trial 
and appears to argue here that Mr. Phillips's problems are mostly related to "other stressors" in 
3 Sec, e.g., A1yers v, Workmen's Auto. Ins. Co., 140 Idaho 495.506,95 P.3d 977, 988 (2004) and Dinneen v. 
Finch, 100 Idaho 620 at 625, 603 P.2d 575, at 580 (1979) (the sole question on a Rule 59(a)(5) motion is the 
amount of the jury's damage award. as compared to the amount of damages the trial court on his view of the 
evidence \vould have awarded). 
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his life and not the long tenn effects of a head injury. The evidence for the defendant's theory 
is thin, to say the least. 
Mrs. Phillips struck the Court as somewhat over-dramatic and self interested. Were the 
damages based solely on her testimony as to her damages, the Defense would have a point. But 
the change in her life, including the added responsibility for the children, is corroborated by the 
testimony of the family physician and Dr. Andrews, the family counselor. 
Having said that, the Court was surprised at the size of the verdict. Surprised, but not 
shocked. The Court would not have awarded noneconomic damages to either Mr. or Mrs. 
Phillips in an amount a large as that given by the jury. The Court clearly would not have 
awarded the amount of economic damages calculated by the jury, but this is based on the 
Court's conclusion that the evidence does not sustain a finding Mr. Phillips is in imminent 
danger of becoming unemployed. If one accepts the jury's apparent finding that Mr. Phillips is 
going to lose his job, then the economic damages calculated by the jury are probably low. 
The Court does not believe there is any fixed ratio of economic to non-economic 
damages that can be applied with any certainty in a rational fashion. Each case must stand on 
its own. The amount of noneconomic damages mayor may not be related to the medical bills 
and other economic loss. Is the loss of an arm of less moment to the person losing if that 
person is a homemaker rather than a partner in a large law finn? By the very nature of the loss, 
calculation of noneconomic loss is imprecise at best and represents societies valuation of that 
not readily measured in dollars and cents. It does not make this calculation more accurate to 
apply a mechanical fonnula. Consequently, the Court has not given weight to the various ratios 
proffered by the parties. 
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The Court has not calculated a precise number for each element of damage it would 
have awarded, but the Court does not find the amounts awarded by the jury in this case to be so 
disparate from the rough numbers it would have awarded so as to show the jury was operating 
under the influence of passion or prejudice. The motion under 57(a)(5) is denied. 
e. 57( a)( 1) Irregularity in the proceedings. 
This portion of the motion is based upon a Plaintiffs witness uttering a non-responsive 
answer during cross examination. The answer could be construed to refer to subsequent repairs 
to the staif\vay violation of the order in limine. The answer was stricken on grounds it was non-
responsive and the and the witness directed to answer the question asked. On redirect, 
Plaintiffs counsel elicited the same answer through a direct question. Defendant moved for a 
mistrial on the grounds that the defendant deliberately violated the prior order excluding 
evidence of subsequent repair. The Court denied it on grounds the answer was ambiguous and 
the examination was curtailed at that point. The specific information conveyed by the witness 
was that the stairs "were completely different the following Monday." In the view of the Court, 
in the context of the trial, the answer was not sufficiently precise to be linked with any 
subsequent repair. The Court continues to hold that opinion. The case does appear to \varrant 
application of Slaathaug v. Allstate Ins. Co.4 in that the questioning on redirect examination 
was designed to elicit the very testimony the Court ordered stricken. If Plaintiffs counsel 
believed the door had been opened, he should have, at least so advised the Court and other 
counsel before proceeding. The Court's admonition to the witness that discussions in changes 
to the stairs after the accident were "out of bounds" took place after the improper question by 
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Plaintiffs counsel. The Court believes Ms. Sisco was sincere in her statement that she "didn't 
know that." 
I.R.C.P. 61 instructs the Court to disregard defects or errors in court proceedings that do 
not affect the substantial rights of the parties. The utterance here did not affect Mr, Erharts 
substantial rights. 
The Defendant also requests a new trial on the grounds of cumulative error. That is, 
even if the exchange set forth above does not warrant a new trial by itself, when combined with 
the other errors that occurred in the trial, a fair trial was not had and a new trial is required. The 
Court disagrees. First, there are not accumulated errors. The Court has denied the request to 
find error in its rulings on reckless conduct and causation. The unsubstantiated award of some 
of the economic damages is not "error in the proceedings" with in the meaning of the Rule. 
No new trial is warranted on these grounds. The motion under 57(a)(5) is denied. 
C. REMITTITUR 
When the Court grants a motion for new trial on the issues of damages, the Court, in its 
discretion, may adjust the award to an amount the Court believes is appropriate by the use of 
additur or remittitur. The non-moving party may then choose to accept the new amount in lieu 
of the new trial. This is an appropriate case for remittitur as to the economic damages. 
The Court arrived at the amount to be remitted in the following fashion: 
The parties stipulated to economic damages of $1 04, 053.49 consisting of medical bills and lost 
wages. In addition, the Plaintiff is entitled, under the evidence, to lost income from the surgery 
4 132 Idaho 705, 711, 979 P.2d 107, 113(1999) 
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amounting to $1,041. The evidence of the "missing raise" is not sufficient to bring it out of the 
realm of speculation. No allowance is made for this item. 
More difficult is the issue of future medical expanses. The Court is of the opinion the 
jury included some amount for these items and they should be awarded to the extent justified in 
the evidence. The only testimony regarding medication needed for the rest of Plaintiffs life 
came from Dr. Greenwald. Dr. Martin did not discuss the cost of medicine nor did he opine 
that medication related to the fall would be required for any time into the future. Dr. 
Greenwald was a credible witness and the prescribing physician. She testified that Mr. Phillips 
would likely be on Seroquel and Lamictal (lamotrigine) for the rest of his life. The evidence 
in the record from Plaintiffs pharmacy shows Plaintiffs pay $30/month out of pocket for each 
of these drugs. The same records show the full price of the drugs to be a combined $300.98/ 
month. Taking Mr. Phillips life expectancy of 42. 7 years, this amounts to future medical 
expenses of$143,720. Dr. Andrews's testimony is also uncontroverted regarding future 
counseling for Mr. Phillips, adding another $4200. 
What is unknown to the Court is whether any of the unstipulated amounts are subject to 
any subrogation claims through workers compensation or otherwise. To the extent the future 
medical expenses are subject to subrogation claims, they are recoverable in full. To the extent 
they are not, the medical expenses are subject to adjustment. The remittitur is based on the full 
cost. It is subject to adjustment under the statute upon motion. 
In the alternative to a new trial on damages, the Court grants a remittitur of the 
economic loss of all amounts in excess of $253, 014.49. Plaintiff shall have 14 days from the 
docketing of this opinion to file an acceptance of the remittitur together with a proposed foml 
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of judgment consistent with this opinion. Otherwise, the existing judgment will be vacated and 
a new trial scheduled on the issue of damages. If the remittitur is accepted, Defendant shall 
have 14 days to file a motion for adj ustment based on the lack of subrogation. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this 2d day of July 2009. 
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<:) NO'---'''~IL. ~orM, l' ~?t::IcfO~-= IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DIm.:;RI::.;:C::;..;:T:.---_.r, -.L4- - -
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
JAMES M. PHILLIPS and GALE 
PHILLIPS, individually and as a marital 
community 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
MILT E. ERHART and MARY C. 
ERHART, 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV PI 0707453 
AMENDED JUDGMENT 
J. 
, 5 
This matter having been tried before a jury of twelve citizens, the jury having reached its 
determination upon the issues presented to them on the Special Verdict and having found that the 
negligence of Milt Erhart caused damages to the plaintiffs and the actions of Milt Erhart amounted 
to willful or reckless misconduct, and that the economic damages to plaintiff James Phillips were in 
the amount of$546,174.00, and that the non-economic damages to James Phillips were in the 
amount of $562,000.00, and that the non-economic damages to plaintiff Gale Phillips were in the 
amount of $556,200.00, and the verdict having been rendered in open court and affirmed on April 9, 
2009, 
This Court having issued a Memorandum Decision dated July 2, 2009 in which it evaluated 
motions made by Defendants after the verdict and concluded that all amounts of the economic 
damages awarded to Plaintiffs in excess of$253,014.49 should be remitted, 
The plaintiffs having filed a Notice of Acceptance of the Remittitur, 
The parties having previously agreed that any verdict on the stipulated past medical expenses 
be reduced by $29,430.53 pursuant to Idaho Code section 6-1606, and 
000585 
AMENDED JUDGMENT - I 
Plaintiffs having timely filed a Memorandum of Costs for costs of right in the amount of 
$12,865.35 and a Supplemental Memorandum of Costs for costs as a matter of right in the amount 
of $450.00 to which Defendant did not raise objection, and 
Good Cause appearing therefore; 
PLAINTIFFS ARE HEREBY GRANTED AN AMENDED JUDGMENT, and this does 
grant Judgment against the Defendants in the total amount of One Million Three Hundred Fifty 
Five Thousand Ninty Nine Dollars and Thirty One Cents ($1,355,099.31). 
DATED thisl Jth day of July, 2009. 
AMENDED JUDGMENT - 2 
reenwood 
District Judge 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thisj2day 0 120 9, I caused to be served, by the 
method(s) indicated, a true and correct copy of the orego~cument upon: 
David Cantrill U.S. Mail 
Cantrill, Skinner, Sullivan & King __ Overnight Mail 
PO Box 359 __ Hand delivery 
Boise,ID 83701 Facsimile 
Fax 345-7212 
Kurt Holzer, 
HOLZER • EDWARDS, CHARTERED 
1516 W. Hays 
Boise, Idaho 83702-5316 
(208) 386-9119 telephone 
(208) 386-9195 facsimile 
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~s.Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand delivery 
Facsimile 
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David W. Cantrill, ISB # 1291, cantrill@cssklaw.com 
Robert D. Lewis, ISB #2713, roblewis@cssklaw.com 
Daniel J. Skinner, ISB #7225, danskinner@cssklaw.com 
CANTRILL, SKINNER, SULLIV AN & KING LLP 
1423 Tyrell Lane 
P. O. Box 359 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 344-8035 
Facsimile: (208) 345-7212 
Attorneys for Defendants 
AUG U 6 
DAVID NAVARRO, 
ByE. HOLMES 
OEPlIT" 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
JAMES M. PHILLIPS and GALE 
PHILLIPS, individually and as a marital 
community, 
Plaintiffs, Respondents, 
vs. 
MIL T E. ERHART and MARY C. 
ERHART, 
Defendants, Appellants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV PI 0707453 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENTS, JAMES M. PHILLIPS AND GALE 
PHILLIPS, AND THEIR ATTORNEYS OF RECORD, KURT HOLZER AND JOHN 
EDWARDS, OF THE FIRM HOLZER EDWARDS, CHARTERED, AND THE CLERK OF 
THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 1 
o 
XI 
-Ci) 
-2 
l> 
00058S-
1. The above named Appellants, Milt E. Erhart and Mary C. Erhart, appeal 
against the above named Respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the 
Memorandum Decision and Order entered in the above entitled action on the t h day of 
July, 2009, Honorable Judge Richard D. Greenwood presiding. Additionally, the above 
named Appellants, Milt E. Erhart and Mary C. Erhart, appeal against the above named 
Respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Amended Judgment entered in the 
above entitled action on the ISth day of July, 2009, Honorable Judge Richard D. 
Greenwood presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the 
judgments or orders described in paragraph above are appealable orders under and 
pursuant to Rule II(a)(1), II(a)(S) and II(a)(6), I.A.R. 
3. The issues the Appellant now intends to assert in the appeal are as follows: 
a) Did the Court err in denying the Motion for Judgment Not 
Withstanding the Verdict? 
b) Did the Court err in denying the Motion for New Trial on issues 
other than economic damages? 
c) Did the Court err in not granting the Motion for Remittitur on all 
issues of damages? 
d) Whether there is sufficient evidence to support the jury's verdict in 
favor of the Plaintiffs as entered in the Amended Judgment. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2 
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e) Whether the court erred in admitting the opinion testimony of Dr. 
Richard Gill. 
f) Whether there is sufficient evidence to support the jury's verdict in 
favor of the Plaintiffs where the Plaintiffs failed to meet their 
burden of proving that James Phillip's accident was proximately 
caused by negligence on the part of the defendant. 
4. No order has been entered sealing all or any portion of the record. 
S. Transcript on Appeal 
a) The Appellant requests a reporters transcript. 
b) The Appellant requests the following portions of the reporter's 
transcript in both hard copy and electronic format: 
1. The entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in Rule 
2S(a), LA.R. 
11. In addition to the entire reporter's standard transcript, the 
Appellant requests preparation of the following transcripts: 
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1. The opening statements and closing arguments 
of counsel; 
2. The conference on requested jury instructions, 
the objections of the parties to the jury 
instructions, and the court's ruling thereon; 
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3. The oral presentation by the court of written 
instructions given to the jury and reported by the 
reporter; 
4. The hearing on the Motion for Directed Verdict; 
5. The hearing on all Post-Trial Motions; 
6. The hearing on any Motions in Limine; 
6. The Appellant requests the following documents to be included in the 
clerk's record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R. 
a) Requested Jury Instructions and written Jury Instructions given by 
the Court, including all Special Verdict Forms. 
b) Defendants Erharts' Motion for Judgment Notwithstanding the 
Verdict, and In the Alternative, Motion for New Trial, and In the 
Alternative Motion For Remittitur filed April 27, 2009. 
c) The Memorandum in Support of Defendants Erharts' Motion for 
Judgment Notwithstanding the Verdict and in the Alternative, 
Motion For New Trial, and in the Alternative, Motion for 
Remittitur filed April 27,2009. 
d) Affidavit of David W. Cantrill in Support of Defendants Erharts' 
Motion for Judgment Notwithstanding the Verdict and in the 
Alternative, Motion For New Trial, and in the Alternative, Motion 
for Remittitur filed April 27, 2009. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 4 
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e) Defendants' Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion For 
Judgment Notwithstanding the Verdict, and in the Alternative, 
Motion For New Trial, and in the Alternative, Motion for 
Remittitur filed May 22, 2009. 
f) Affidavit Of David W. Cantrill in Support of Defendants Reply 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Judgment Notwithstanding 
the Verdict, and in the Alternative, Motion for New Trial, and in 
the Alternative, Motion for Remittitur filed May 22, 2009. 
g) Defendants' Motion in Limine dated March 26,2009. 
h) Defendants' Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion in Limine 
filed March 31, 2009. 
7. The appellant requests that the following documents, charts, or pictures offered or 
admitted as exhibits to be copied and sent to the Supreme Court. 
a) All exhibits admitted into evidence at the trial of this matter including, but 
not limited to, those listed below. 
b) Based upon an initial transcript review, those are, by Exhibit Number: 
1. Photos of stairwell taken 3/20106 
2. Photos of stairwell taken 3/20106 (labels added) 
3. Photos of stairs after repair work done 
4. Diamond Concrete Products staircase instructions 
5. Pacific Steel Fabricators. Inc .. invoice 
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6. Pre-cast Concrete stair tread analysis from Chopelas & Assoc. 
7. Trex advertising materials 
8. Family photos 
9. Special damages summary chart 
10. Past lost income calculation summary chart 
11. Jim Phillips' 1999 employee evaluation 
12. Jim Phillips' 2000 employee evaluation 
13. Jim Phillips' 2001 employee evaluation 
14. Jim Phillips' 2002 employee evaluation 
15. Jim Phillips' 2003 employee evaluation 
16. Jim Phillips' 2004 employee evaluation 
17. Jim Phillips' 2005 employee evaluation 
18. Jim Phillips' 2006 employee evaluation 
19. Jim Phillips' 2007 employee evaluation 
20. K Photo taken by Tom Fries 
21. D Photo taken by Richard Gill 
E Photo taken by Richard Gill 
J Photo taken by Richard Gill 
L Photo taken by Richard Gill 
BB Photo taken by Richard Gill 
22. Special damages documentation 
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23. Lost income supporting documentation 
24. Ada County Paramedics records 
25. St. Luke's Meridian ER records 
26. St. Luke's Occupational Health Services records 
27. Saltzer Medical Group records 
28. St. Luke's/Idaho Elks Rehabilitation records 
29. Mercy Medical Center (brain MRI) 
30. Idaho Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation records 
32. Idaho Elks Rehabilitation records 
33. Dr. Michael McClay records 
34. Intermountain Eye & Laser Centers records 
35. Focus Physical Therapy records 
36. Boise Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation records 
37. Dr. Scott Hoopes records 
38. Intermountain Medical Imaging records 
39. Boise Orthopedic Clinic records 
40. Physio Therapy records 
41. Mercy North Health Center records 
42. Life Counseling Center records 
43. Dr. Loren Hartley records 
47. Videotape clip of Annie performance 
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86. Photo of building 
87. Photo of east underside of stair 
88. Box with contents 
8. I certify: 
a) That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on the reporter as 
named below at the address set out below: 
1. Leslie Anderson, Court Reporter for Judge Greenwood, Ada County 
Courthouse, 200 West Front, Boise, Idaho 83702 
b) (1) J(That the clerk of the District Court or administrative agency has 
been paid the estimated fee for preparation of the reporter's transcript. 
(2) That the Appellant is exempt from paying the estimated transcript 
fee because 
-------------------------------------------
c) (1) ,{That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's or agency's 
record has been paid. 
(2) That the Appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the 
preparation of the record because _________________________ _ 
d) (1) p<That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
(2) 0 That appellant is exempt from paying the appellate filing fee 
because 
--------------------------------------------
e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant 
to Rule 20. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 8 
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DATED This L day of August, 2009. 
CANTRILL, SKINNER, SULLIVAN & KING LLP 
~J-C----) ____ 
BY:~ 
Danier J. Skinner 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on August 6,2009, I served a true and correct copy ofthe above and 
foregoing instrument, by method indicated below, upon: 
John T. Edwards 
Kurt Holzer 
HOLZER EDWARDS & HARRISON, 
CHARTERED 
1516 W. Hays 
Boise, ID 83702-5316 
Attorneys for Plaintifft 
Leslie Anderson 
Court Reporter for Judge Greenwood 
Ada County Courthouse 
200 West Front St. 
Boise,ID 83702 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 10 
[ ] Facsimile 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[X] U.S. Mail 
[] Facsimile 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[X] U.S. Mail 
~ 
Daniel J. Skinntr 
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Clerk 
John Edwards, ISB No. 4210 
Kurt Holzer, ISB No. 4557 
HOLZER. EDWARDS, CHARTERED 
1516 W. Hays 
Boise, Idaho 83702-5316 
(208) 386-9119 telephone 
(208) 386-9195 facsimile 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs/Respondents 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
JAMES M. PHILLIPS and GALE 
PHILLIPS, individually and as a marital 
community 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV PI 0707453 
Plaintiffs/Res pondents, 
vs. 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL 
RECORD 
MILT E. ERHART and MARY C. 
ERHART, 
Defendants/ Appellents. 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED APPELLENT AND THEIR ATTORNEYS, AND 
THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT, 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The Respondents in the above entitled proceedings hereby Requests Pursuant to 
Rule 19, I.A.R. the following documents to be included in the clerk's record in 
addition to those required to be included under the I.A.R. and the notice of appeal: 
a. Plaintiffs Motion to Exclude Testimony of Ernie Harper dated 
10/9/08 
b. Counsel's Affidavit in Support of Plaintiffs Motion to Exclude 
Testimony of Ernie Harper dated 10/9/08 (with exhibits) 
c. Affidavit of Thomas R. Fries, P.E. In Support ofPlaintitI"s Motion 
to Amend Complaint dated 12/2/08 (with exhibits) 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL RECORD - 1 000598 
d. Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Support of Motion to Amend 
Complaint to Assert Punitive Damages and to ClarifY Negligence 
Pre Se Claims dated 12/2/08 
e. Counsel's Affidavit in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend 
Complaint to Assert Punitive Damages and to ClarifY Negligence 
Per Se Claims dated 12/2/08 
f. Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Motions Related to Punitive 
Damages dated 3/25/09 
g. Plaintiffs' Opposition to Defendants' Motion in Limine dated 
3/30/09 
h. Motion in Limine/Objection Regarding Proposed Deposition 
Testimony of Ken Doolittle dated 3/31/09(with exhibits) 
1. Plaintiffs' Motion in Limine-Motion to Exclude Certain Testimony 
of Ernie Harper and Memo in Support dated 4/6/09 
J. Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant's 1. Motion 
for Judgment Notwithstanding the Verdict, 2. Alternative Motion 
for a New Trial, and 3. Alternative Motion for Remittitur dated 
5/6/09. 
2. I certifY that this request for additional record has been served on the clerk of the 
district court and upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule 20. 
DATED this _day of ~ 2009. 
HOLZER, EOW AROS, CHTO 
olzer, of the firm 
rneys for Plaintiffs/Respondents 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL RECORD - 2 000599 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the {II, day of~, 2009, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed 
to each of the following: 
David Cantrill 
Cantrill, Skinner, Sullivan & King 
PO Box 359 
Boise, ID 83701 
Y-U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand delivery 
Facsimile 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL RECORD - 3 
000600 
David W. Cantrill, ISB #1291 
Daniel J. Skinner, ISB #7225 
CANTRILL, SKINNER, SULLIVAN & KING LLP 
1423 Tyrell Lane 
P. O. Box 359 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 344-8035 
Facsimile: (208) 345-7212 
Attorneys for Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
JAMES M. PHILLIPS and GALE 
PHILLIPS, individually and as a marital 
community, 
Plaintiffs/Respondents, 
vs. 
MILT E. ERHART and MARY C. 
ERHART, 
Defendants/A ppellants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV PI 0707453 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL 
RECORDS 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT AND THEIR ATTORNEYS, AND THE 
CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The Appellants in the above-entitled proceeding hereby Requests Pursuant to 
Rule 19, I.A.R. the following documents to be included in the clerk's record in 
addition to those requested in the original Notice of Appeal: 
a. Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion to Amend 
Complaint, dated January 16,2009. 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL RECORD - 1 
000601 
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b. Affidavit of Daniel 1. Skinner in Support of Defendant's 
Memorandum in Opposition of Plaintiff's Motion to Amend 
Complaint, dated January 16,2009. 
c. Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike the Affidavit of 
Thomas R. Fries, dated January 16, 2009. 
d. Affidavit of Daniel J. Skinner in Support of Defendant's 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike the Affidavit to 
Thomas R. Fries, dated January 16,2009. 
e. Affidavit of David W. Cantrill in Support of Defendant's 
Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion to Amend 
Complaint, dated February 18,2009. 
f. Defendant's Response in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion in 
Limine, dated April 7, 2009. 
2. I certify that this request for additional record has been served on the clerk 
of the district court and upon all parties required to be served pursuant to 
Rule 20. 
,..,?\ e 
DA TED This _(.;_v __ day of ~'2009. 
CANTRILL, SKINNER, SULLIVAN & KING LLP 
~-... 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL RECORD - 2 
Daniel J. Skinner, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
000602 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on August 20,2009, I served a true and correct copy of the above 
and foregoing instrument, by method indicated below, upon: 
John T. Edwards 
Kurt Holzer 
HOLZER EDWARDS & HARRISON, CHARTERED 
1516 W. Hays 
Boise, ID 83702-5316 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
Leslie Anderson 
Court Reporter for Judge Greenwood 
Ada County Courthouse 
200 West Front St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL RECORD - 3 
[ ] Facsimile 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[Xl u.s. Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 
[ 1 Hand Delivery 
[Xl u. S. Mail 
000603 
To: Clerk the Court 
Idaho Supreme Court 
Boise, Idaho 83720 
Docket No. 36801-2009 
(Res) JAMES M. PHILLIPS 
vs. 
(App) MILT E. ERHART 
NOTICE OF REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT LODGED: 
Jury Trial Held April 1 through April 9, 2009 
Notice is hereby given that on December J_l, 2009, 
I lodged a transcript of 1,073 pages in length for the 
above-referenced appeal with the District Court Clerk of 
the County of Ada in the Fourth Judicial District. 
e erson, c a por er 
Ada County Courthouse 
200 West Front Street, Rm. 5117 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
(208) 287-7586 
00604 
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF~ 
JAMES M. PHILLIPS and GALE PHILLIPS,) 
individually and as a marital ) 
community, )Docket No. 36801 
) 
Plaintiffs-Respondents, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
MILT E. ERHART and MARY C. ERHART, ) 
) 
Defendants-Appellants. ) 
----------------------------------) 
NOTICE OF TRANSCRIPT FILED 
Notice is hereby given that on December 20, 2009, I 
lodged a transcript 39 pages in length for the 
above-referenced appeal with the District Court Clerk 
of Ada County in the Fourth Judicial District. 
Penny L. Tardiff CSR 
12120109 ________________________ _ 
00605 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
JAMES M. PHILLIPS and GALE 
PHILLIPS, individually and as a marital 
community, 
Plaintiffs-Respondents, 
vs. 
MILT E. ERHART and MARY C. 
ERHART, 
Defendants-Appellants. 
Supreme Court Case No. 36801 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
I, J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk of the District Court ofthe Fourth Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify: 
That the attached list of exhibits is a true and accurate copy of the exhibits being 
forwarded to the Supreme Court on Appeal. It should be noted, however, that the following 
exhibits will be retained at the District Court clerk's office and will be made available upon 
request. 
1. Exhibit # 8 Family Photos Framed (large) 
2. Exhibit # 88 White box (contents not to be individual exhibits, however are to remain 
with inside the box) 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this 29th day of December, 2009. 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
J. DAVID NAVARRO 
Clerk of the District Court 
OOhOh 
Exhibit List 
Richard D. Greenwood, DISTRICT JUDGE 
Jennifer Kennedy, DEPUTY CLERK 
Leslie Anderson, COURT REPORTER 
CASE: Phillips VS. 
JOINT EXHIBITS 
,~ " "; 
Exhibit Description 
NO. 
1. Photos of Stairwell at 1406 Main 
taken March 20,2006 
2. Photos of Stairwell at 1406 Main 
taken March 20, 2006 
3. Photos of stairs taken after repair 
work done by defendant 
4. Diamond Concrete Products 
i Staircase 
5. I Pacific Steel Fabricators, Inc. Invoice 
6. I Pre-Cast Concrete Stair Tread 
I Analysis from Chopelas & h- Associates 
I 7. rTrex Advertising materials 
I~ __ , I 
CASE NO. Case No. CV PI 0707453 
DATE: 
Erhart 
" 
Auth. " Admit 
Stip. Stip 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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April 1, 2009 
April 2, 2009 
April 3, 2009 
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Exhibit List 
Exhibit Description Auth. 
NO. Stip. 
8. Family Photo framed 
9. Special Damages Summary Chart 
10. Past Lost Income Calculation 
Summary Chart 
11. Jim Phillips' 1999 Employee 
Evaluation 
12. Jim Phillips' 2000 Employee 
Evaluation 
13. Jim Phillips' 2001 Employee 
Evaluation 
14. Jim Phillips' 2002 Employee 
Evaluation 
15. Jim Phillips' 2003 Employee 
Evaluation 
16. Jim Phillips' 2004 Employee 
Evaluation 
17. Jim Phillips' 2005 Employee 
Evaluation 
18. Jim Phillips' 2006 Employee 
Evaluation 
19. Jim Phillips' 2007 Employee 
Evaluation 
20. I ~~~~os taken by Tom Fries 
_ ..... __ .. -
Admit 10 OF 
Stip FO 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
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00 
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Exhibit 
NO. 
Description 
21. I Photos taken by Dr. Rick Gill 
21 d, e, j, L, 21-bb 
21- s & t 
22. I Special Damages Documentation 
23. I Lost Income supporting 
documentation 
24. I Ada County Paramedics 
Medical Records 
25. I St. Luke's Meridian Medical Center 
(ER RECORDS) 
26. I st. Luke's Occupational Health 
Services Records 
27. I Saltzer Medical Group 
(Drs. Martin & Hlavinka 
28. I St. Luke's/ldaho Elks Rehabilitation 
29. I Mercy Medical Center 
(Brain MRI) 
30. I Idaho Physical Medicine & 
Rehabilitation 
J+:-
32. I Idaho Elks Rehabilitation 
33. Dr. Michael McClay 
34. Intermountain Eye & Laser Centers 
35. Jiocus Physical Therapy 
Exhibit List 
Auth. 
Stip. 
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Exhibit List 
Exhibit Description Auth. 
NO. Stip. 
36. Boise Physical Medicine & 
Rehabilitation 
37. Dr. Scott Hoopes 
38. Intermountain Medical Imaging 
39. Boise Orthopedic Clinic 
40. Physio Therapy 
41. Mercy North Health Center 
42. Life Counseling Center 
, 43. Dr. Loren Hartley 
, 
I 44.-
45,-
4th-
47. DVD of Plaintiff - Annie 
48. Dr. Greenwald Brian Teaching 
Illustrate testimony 
(Not admitted) 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICTOF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
JAMES M. PHILLIPS and GALE 
PHILLIPS, individually and as a marital 
community, 
P laintiffs-Respondents, 
vs. 
MILT E. ERHART and MARY C. 
ERHART, 
Defendants-Appellants. 
Supreme Court Case No. 36801 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, J. DAVID NAVARRO, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or mailed, by either United States Mail or Interdepartmental Mail, one copy of 
the following: 
CLERK'S RECORD AND REPORTER'S TRANSCRIPT 
to each of the Attorneys of Record in this cause as follows: 
DANIEL J. SKINNER 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANTS 
BOISE, IDAHO 
Date of Service: _______ _ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
KURT HOLZER 
ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENTS 
BOISE, IDAHO 
J. DAVID NAVARRO 
Clerk ofthe District Court 
00(;12 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
JAMES M. PHILLIPS and GALE 
PHILLIPS, individually and as a marital 
community, 
P laintiffs-Respondents, 
vs. 
MILT E. ERHART and MARY C. 
ERHART, 
Defendants-Appellants. 
Supreme Court Case No. 36801 
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD 
I, J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clerk ofthe District Court of the Fourth Judicial District ofthe 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Ada, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing 
record in the above-entitled cause was compiled and bound under my direction as, and is a true 
and correct record ofthe pleadings and documents that are automatically required under Rule 28 
of the Idaho Appellate Rules, as well as those requested by Counsels. 
I FURTHER CERTIFY, that the Notice of Appeal was filed in the District Court on the 
6th day of August, 2009. 
CERTIFICATE TO RECORD 
J. DAVID NAVARRO 
Clerk of the District Court 
By ______________ ~~~~/ 
Deputy Clerk 
OOh1:t 
David W. Cantrill, ISB #1291 
Daniel J. Skinner, ISB #7225 
CANTRILL, SKINNER, SULLIVAN & KING LLP 
1423 Tyrell Lane 
P. O. Box 359 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 344-8034 
Facsimile: (208) 345-7212 
Edward M. Kay 
Kimbley A. Kearney 
CLAUSEN MILLER P.c. 
10 South LaSalle Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60603 
Telephone: (312) 855-1010 
Facsimile: (312) 606-7777 
Attorneys for Defendants-Appellants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
JAMES M. PHILLIPS and GALE PHILLIPS, 
individually and as a marital community, 
P lain tiffs-Respondents, 
v. 
MILT E. ERHART and MARY C. ERHART, 
Defendants-Appellants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
----------------------------------) 
Case No. CV PI 0707453 
DEFENDANTS' OBJECTION 
TO RECORD ON APPEAL 
AND REQUEST TO DELETE 
DOCUMENTS 
COMES NOW the defendants Milt and Mary Erhart, by and through their attorneys of 
record, Cantrill, Skinner, Sullivan & King LLP and Clausen Miller P.C., and, pursuant to Idaho 
Appellate Rule 29, object to any and all documents contained in the record on appeal relating to 
the issue of punitive damages, as well as the motion and supporting affidavit filed by plaintiffs 
seeking to exclude the testimony of Ernie Harper, and request that these documents be deleted 
from the record. In support thereof defendants state as follows: 
DEFENDA;'I;TS' OBJECTION TO RECORD ON APPEAL AND REQUEST TO DELETE DOCUMENTS 
J285871.1 006:14 
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1. On August 6, 2009, defendants timely appealed from the Memorandum 
Decision and Order denying in part their post-trial motion and from the Amended Judgment 
entered by this court in the above-entitled matter. In their notice of appeal, defendants set forth a 
preliminary statement of the issues, and requested that several documents pertaining to those 
issues be included in the record on appeal. (Notice of Appeal attached hereto as Exhibit A). 
2. Plaintiffs subsequently filed a Request for Additional Record, and therein 
identified further documents to be included in the record on appeal. (Plaintiffs' Request for 
Additional Record attached hereto as Exhibit B) Two of these documents seek to exclude the 
testimony of Ernie Harper. The majority of the other documents relate to the Memorandum 
Decision and Order issued by this court denying plaintiffs' Motion to Amend their complaint to 
include a claim for punitive damages. 
3. The issues and documents initially identified by defendants in their notice of 
appeal did not relate in any way to the court's denial of plaintiffs' request to amend their 
complaint. However, in anticipation of plaintiffs filing a cross-appeal from the order denying 
their motion to add a punitive damages claim, defendants designated several documents to be 
added to the record on appeal reflecting their opposition to plaintiffs' claim for punitive 
damages. (Defendant's Request for Additional Record attached hereto as Exhibit C) 
4. Idaho Appellate Rule 15 provides that a respondent must file a cross-appeal if 
at1lrmative relief by way ofreversal, vacation or modification of the judgment is sought. 
"Although a respondent can make any argument to sustain a lower court judgment, the 
respondent must timely file a cross-appeal in order to seek a change in the judgment." Miller v. 
Board o.fTrustees, 132 Idaho 244, 248, 970 P .2d 512, 517 (I 998) (emphasis in original). A 
l)EHNl)ANTS' OBJECTION TO RECORD ON APPEAL AND REQUEST TO DELETE DOCUMENTS 
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timely notice of appeal or cross-appeal is a jurisdictional prerequisite to challenge a 
determination made by a lower court. Id 
5. Plaintiffs may not simply raise the court's denial of their Motion to Amend as an 
additional issue on appeal, as such a challenge seeks reversal of the judgment. Instead, they 
were required to file a cross-appeal if they desired appellate review of this order. Pursuant to 
Idaho Appellate Rule 15(b), the final day on which plaintiffs could have filed a cross-appeal 
relevant to this issue was August 27,2009. This deadline has long since passed without any such 
filing. 
6. Therefore, the opportunity for plaintiffs to challenge the court's ruling on their 
Motion to Amend has lapsed and the issue may not be raised on appeal. Additionally, while 
reserving their right to assert any properly preserved point of error, defendants do not anticipate 
that the issues raised in their opening brief will in any way involve documents relating to 
plaintifIs' Motion to Amend. Similarly, the issues raised by defendants will not relate to the 
motion and supporting affidavit filed by plaintiffs seeking to exclude the testimony of Ernie 
Harper. As such, these documents have no substantive bearing on this appeal and should not be 
included among the materials in the record. 
7. Furthermore, if the motion and supporting affidavit seeking to exclude the 
testimony of Ernie Harper or documents relating to plaintiffs' claim for punitive damages were 
to remain in the record defendants would be prejudiced. These documents are irrelevant to the 
issues on appeal and have the potential to distract the reviewing court. 
8. Accordingly, defendants object to the following documents and request that they 
be deleted from the record on appeal: 
• Plaintiffs' Motion To Exclude Testimony Of Ernie Harper, Filed October 9, 2008 
(R.21-36) 
I>EFEl'iI>Al'iTS' OBJECTION TO RECORD ON APPEAL AND REQ(JEST TO DELETE I>OC(JMENTS 
1285871.1 3 006:l6 
• Counsel's Affidavit In Support Of Plaintiffs' Motion To Exclude Testimony Of Ernie 
Harper, Filed October 9,2008 (R. 27-39) 
• Affidavit Of Thomas R. Fries, P.E. In Support Of Plaintiffs' Motion To Amend 
Complaint, Filed December 2, 2008 (R. 73-87) 
• Counsel's Affidavit In Support Of Plaintiffs' Motion To Amend Complaint To Assert 
Punitive Damages And To Clarify Negligence Per Se Claims, Filed December 2,2008 
(R.88-160) 
• Plaintiffs' Memorandum In Support Of Motion To Amend Complaint To Assert Punitive 
Damages And To Clarify Negligence Per Se Claims, Filed December 2,2008 
(R.161-70) 
• Memorandum Decision And Order Re: Motions Related To Punitive Damages, Filed 
March 25, 2009 (R.216-21) 
9. Additionally, defendants request that the following documents also be deleted 
from the record on appeal, as they were designated by defendants in anticipation of a cross-
appeal on the issue of punitive damages: 
• Memorandum In Support Of Motion To Strike The Affidavit Of Thomas R. Fries, Filed 
January 16,2009 (R.171-78) 
• At1idavit Of Daniel J. Skinner In Support Of Defendant's Memorandum In Opposition 
To Plaintiffs Motion To Amend Complaint, Filed January 16,2009 (R. 179-84) 
• Memorandum In Opposition To Plaintiffs Motion To Amend Complaint, Filed January 
16, 2009 (R. 186-97) 
• Aftidavit Of Daniel J. Skinner In Support Of Defendant's Memorandum In Support Of 
Motion To Strike The Affidavit Of Thomas R. Fries, Filed January 16,2009 
(R. 198-203) 
• AtTidavit Of David W. Cantrill In Support Of Defendant's Memorandum In Opposition 
To Plaintiffs Motion To Amend Complaint, Filed February 18,2009 (R.204-15) 
WHEREFORE defendants respectfully request that the aforementioned documents 
relating to plaintiffs request for punitive damages, as well as the motion and supporting affidavit 
seeking to exclude the testimony of Ernie Harper, be deleted from the record. 
I)EFE~IM .. ~TS' OBJECTION TO RECORI) ON APPEAL ANI) REQliEST TO I)ELETE I)OCUMENTS 
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~ 
DATED This ~ day of ~. ,2010. 
CANTRILL, SKINNER, SULLIVAN & ING LLP 
By:-4 ____ ~~~~-=~~~~ __ --------
David W. Cantrill, Of the Finn 
Attorneys for Defendants-Appellants 
DEFE\,DANTS' OBJECTION TO RECORD ON APPEAL AND REQUEST TO DELETE DOClJMENTS 
1285871.1 5 
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I hereby certify that on ,2010, I served a true and correct copy of the 
above and foregoing instrument, y method indicated below, upon: 
John T. Edwards 
Kurt Holzer 
HOLZER EDWARDS & HARRISON CHTD. 
1516 W. Hays 
Boise, ID 83702-5316 
Attorneys for Plaintiffi 
[ ] 
[ ] 
kl 
[ ] 
David W. Cantrill 
Facsimile 
Hand Delivery 
U.S. Mail 
Email 
OEFI<:NOANTS' OBJECTION TO RECORO ON APPEAL AND REQUEST TO DELETE OOCUMENTS 
128587L1 6 
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David W. Cantrill, ISB #1291, cantrill@cssklaw.com 
Robert D. Lewis, ISB #2713, roblewis@cssklaw.com 
Daniel J. Skinner, ISB #7225, danskinner@cssklaw.com 
CANTRILL, SKINNER, SULLIVAN & KING LLP 
1423 Tyrell Lane 
P. O. Box 359 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 344-8035 
Facsimile: (208) 345-7212 
Attorneys for Defendants 
NO.-----;:F:::-:!LE~D----
A.M ___ --.:D.M __ _ 
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J. DAVID NAVARRO, CierI< 
ByE. HOLMES 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
JAMES M. PHILLIPS and GALE 
PHILLIPS, individually and as a marital 
community, 
Plaintiffs, Respondents, 
vs. 
MIL T E. ERHART and MARY C. 
ERHART, 
Defendants, Appellants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV PI 0707453 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENTS, JAMES M. PHILLIPS AND GALE 
PHILLIPS, AND THEIR ATTORNEYS OF RECORD, KURT HOLZER AND JOHN 
EDWARDS, OF THE FIRM HOLZER EDWARDS, CHARTERED, AND THE CLERK OF 
THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 1 
00621 
1. The above named Appellants, Milt E. Erhart and Mary C. Erhart, appeal 
against the above named Respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the 
Memorandum Decision and Order entered in the above entitled action on the t h day of 
July, 2009, Honorable Judge Richard D. Greenwood presiding. Additionally, the above 
named Appellants, Milt E. Erhart and Mary C. Erhart, appeal against the above named 
Respondents to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Amended Judgment entered in the 
above entitled action on the 15th day of July, 2009, Honorable Judge Richard D. 
Greenwood presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the 
judgments or orders described in paragraph above are appealable orders under and 
pursuant to Rule 11(a)(1), 11(a)(5) and 11(a)(6), I.A.R. 
3. The issues the Appellant now intends to assert in the appeal are as follows: 
a) Did the Court err in denying the Motion for Judgment Not 
Withstanding the Verdict? 
b) Did the Court err in denying the Motion for New Trial on issues 
other than economic damages? 
c) Did the Court err in not granting the Motion for Remittitur on all 
issues of damages? 
d) Whether there is sufficient evidence to support the jury's verdict in 
favor of the Plaintiffs as entered in the Amended Judgment. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2 
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e) Whether the court erred in admitting the opinion testimony of Dr. 
Richard Gill. 
f) \Vhether there is sufficient evidence to support the jury's verdict in 
favor of the Plaintiffs where the Plaintiffs failed to meet their 
burden of proving that James Phillip's accident was proximately 
caused by negligence on the part of the defendant. 
4. No order has been entered sealing all or any portion of the record. 
S. Transcript on Appeal 
a) The Appellant requests a reporters transcript. 
b) The Appellant requests the following portions of the reporter's 
transcript in both hard copy and electronic format: 
1. The entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in Rule 
2S(a), I.A.R. 
ii. In addition to the entire reporter's standard transcript, the 
Appellant requests preparation of the following transcripts: 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 3 
1. The opening statements and closing arguments 
of counsel; 
2. The conference on requested jury instructions, 
the objections of the parties to the jury 
instructions, and the court's ruling thereon; 
00623 
3. The oral presentation by the court of written 
instructions given to the jury and reported by the 
reporter; 
4. The hearing on the Motion for Directed Verdict; 
5. The hearing on all Post-Trial Motions; 
6. The hearing on any Motions in Limine; 
6. The Appellant requests the following documents to be included in the 
clerk's record in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, LA.R. 
a) Requested Jury Instructions and written Jury Instructions given by 
the Court, including all Special Verdict F onns. 
b) Defendants Erharts' Motion for Judgment Notwithstanding the 
Verdict, and In the Alternative, Motion for New Trial, and In the 
Alternative Motion For Remittitur filed April 27,2009. 
c) The Memorandum in Support of Defendants Erharts' Motion for 
Judgment Notwithstanding the Verdict and in the Alternative, 
Motion For New Trial, and in the Alternative, Motion for 
Remittitur filed April 27,2009. 
d) Affidavit of David W. Cantrill in Support of Defendants Erharts' 
Motion for Judgment Notwithstanding the Verdict and in the 
Alternative, Motion For New Trial, and in the Alternative, Motion 
for Remittitur filed April 27, 2009. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 4 
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e) Defendants' Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion For 
Judgment Notwithstanding the Verdict, and in the Alternative, 
Motion For New Trial, and in the Alternative, Motion for 
Remittitur filed May 22, 2009. 
f) Affidavit Of David W. Cantrill in Support of Defendants Reply 
Memorandum in Support of Motion for Judgment Notwithstanding 
the Verdict, and in the Alternative, Motion for New Trial, and in 
the Alternative, Motion for Remittitur filed May 22, 2009. 
g) Defendants' Motion in Limine dated March 26,2009. 
h) Defendants' Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion in Limine 
filed March 31, 2009. 
7. The appellant requests that the following documents, charts, or pictures offered or 
admitted as exhibits to be copied and sent to the Supreme Court. 
a) All exhibits admitted into evidence at the trial of this matter including, but 
not limited to, those listed below. 
b) Based upon an initial transcript review, those are, by Exhibit Number: 
1. Photos of stairwell taken 3/20106 
2. Photos of stairwell taken 3/20106 (labels added) 
3. Photos of stairs after repair work done 
4. Diamond Concrete Products staircase instructions 
5. Pacific Steel Fabricators. Inc .. invoice 
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6. Pre-cast Concrete stair tread analysis from Chopelas & Assoc. 
7. Trex advertising materials 
8. Family photos 
9. Special damages summary chart 
10. Past lost income calculation summary chart 
II. Jim Phillips' 1999 employee evaluation 
12. Jim Phillips' 2000 employee evaluation 
13. Jim Phillips' 2001 employee evaluation 
14. Jim Phillips' 2002 employee evaluation 
15. Jim Phillips' 2003 employee evaluation 
16. Jim Phillips' 2004 employee evaluation 
17. Jim Phillips' 2005 employee evaluation 
18. Jim Phillips' 2006 employee evaluation 
19. Jim Phillips' 2007 employee evaluation 
20. K Photo taken by Tom Fries 
21. D Photo taken by Richard Gill 
E Photo taken by Richard Gill 
J Photo taken by Richard Gill 
L Photo taken by Richard Gill 
BB Photo taken by Richard Gill 
22. Special damages documentation 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 6 
23. Lost income supporting documentation 
24. Ada County Paramedics records 
25. St. Luke's Meridian ER records 
26. St. Luke's Occupational Health Services records 
27. Saltzer Medical Group records 
28. St. Luke's/Idaho Elks Rehabilitation records 
29. Mercy Medical Center (brain MRI) 
30. Idaho Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation records 
32. Idaho Elks Rehabilitation records 
33. Dr. Michael McClay records 
34. Intermountain Eye & Laser Centers records 
35. Focus Physical Therapy records 
36. Boise Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation records 
37. Dr. Scott Hoopes records 
38. Intermountain Medical Imaging records 
39. Boise Orthopedic Clinic records 
40. Physio Therapy records 
41. Mercy North Health Center records 
42. Life Counseling Center records 
43. Dr. Loren Hartley records 
47. Videotape clip of Annie performance 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 7 
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86. Photo of building 
87. Photo of east underside of stair 
88. Box with contents 
8. I certify: 
a) That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on the reporter as 
named below at the address set out below: 
1. Leslie Anderson, Court Reporter for Judge Greenwood, Ada Countv 
Courthouse, 200 West Front. Boise, Idaho 83702 
b) (1) J(That the clerk of the District Court or administrative agency has 
been paid the estimated fee for preparation of the reporter's transcript. 
(2) 0 That the Appellant is exempt from paying the estimated transcript 
fee because 
------------------------------------------
c) (1) J{That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's or agency's 
record has been paid. 
(2) 0 That the Appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the 
preparation of the record because __________________ _ 
d) (1) ~ That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
(2) 0 That appellant is exempt from paying the appellate filing fee 
because 
-----------------------------------
e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant 
to Rule 20. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 8 
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DATED This £ day of August, 2009. 
CANTRILL, SKINNER, SULLIVAN & KING LLP 
B;C· 
Dani@ 1. Skinner 
---
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on August 6, 2009, I served a true and correct copy of the above and 
foregoing instrument, by method indicated below, upon: 
John T. Edwards 
Kurt Holzer 
HOLZER EDWARDS & HARRISON, 
CHARTERED 
1516 W. Hays 
Boise, ID 83702-5316 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
Leslie Anderson 
Court Reporter for Judge Greenwood 
Ada County Courthouse 
200 West Front St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 10 
[ ) Facsimile 
[] Hand Delivery 
[X] U.S. Mail 
[ ] Facsimile 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[X] U.S. Mail 
~\/ 
Daniell. SkinnTr 
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COunty Clerk 
John T. Edwards. ISB No. 4210 
Kurt Holzer, ISB No. 4557 
HOLZER • EDWARDS, CHARTERED 
1516 W. Hays 
Boise. Idaho 83702-5316 
(208) 386-9119 telephone 
(208) 386-9195 facsimile 
Attorneys for PlaintitTs/Respondents 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
JAMES M. PHILLIPS and GALE 
PHILLIPS, individually and as a marital 
community 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CY PI 0707453 
Plainti ffs/Respondents, 
vs. 
MILT E. ERHART and MARY C. 
ERHART. 
) 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL 
RECORD 
Defendants! Appellents. ) 
-----------------------------
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED APPELLENT AND THElR A'ITORNEYS. AND 
THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT, 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The Respondents in the above entitled proceedings hereby Requests Pursuant to 
RuLe 19, LA.R. the following documents to be included in the clerk's record in 
addition to those required to be included under the tA.R. and the notice of appeal: 
a. Plaintiffs Motion to Exclude Testimony of Ernie Harper dated 
10/9/08 
b. Counsel's Affidavit in Support ofPlaintitTs Motion to Exclude 
Testimony of Ernie Harper dated 10/9/08 (with exhibits) 
c. Atlidavit of Thomas R. Fries, P.E. In Support of Plaintiffs Motion 
to Amend Complaint dated 12/2/08 (with exhibits) 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL RECORD - I 000598 
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d. Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Support of Motion to Amend 
Complaint to Assert Punitive Damages and to Clarity Negligence 
Pre Se Claims dated 12/2/08 
e. Counsel's Aftidavit in Support of Plaintiffs' Motion to Amend 
Complaint to Assert Punitive Danlages ill1d to Clarify Negligence 
Per Se Claims dated 12/2/08 
f. Memorill1dum Decision ill1d Order Re: Motions Related to Punitive 
Damages dated 3/25/09 
g. PlaintitTs' Opposition to Defendants' Motion in Limine dated 
3/30/09 
h. Motion in Limine/Objection Regarding Proposed Deposition 
Testimony of Ken Doolittle dated 3/31109(with exhibits) 
I. PlaintitTs' Motion in Limine-Motion to Exclude Certain Testimony 
of Ernie Harper ill1d Memo in Support dated 4/6/09 
J. PlaintitTs' Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant's 1. Motion 
for Judgment Notwithstanding the Verdict, 2. Alternative Motion 
for a New Trial, and 3. Alternative Motion for Remittitur dated 
5/6/09. 
I certify that this request for additional record has been served on the clerk of the 
district court and upon all parties required to be served pursUill1t to Rule 20. 
DATED this _day of 4- 2009. 
HOLZER, EDWARDS, CHTD 
a zer, of the firm 
rneys for Plaintiffs/Respondents 
000599 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ~ day ofifi-, 2009, I caused a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing to be served by the method indicated below, and addressed 
to each of the following: 
David Cantrill 
Cantril!, Skinner, Sullivan & King 
PO Box 359 
Boise, lD 8370 I 
~U.S. Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand delivery 
Facsimile 
~ ..... 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL RECORD - 3 
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Melonie Robinson 
From: Dean Sorensen 
Sent: Tuesday, January 26, 20103:52 PM 
To: 'Krista Doble' 
Subject: Sel Equity/Journal Broadcast Group 
Krista, 
Page 1 of I 
I finally received the Settlement Agreement and Mutual Release from the Van Engelen's attorney and it 
has been executed by the Van Engelens and Sel-Equity. I'm sending the Agreement to you today. 
Please have the Agreement executed by Journal Broadcast Group as soon as possible, and then return 
the original Agreement to my office. Then the settlement proceeds in the amount of $2,000 will be 
delivered to you and this matter will be concluded. 
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. Thank you. 
Dean 
Dean C. Sorensen 
Cantrill Skinner Sullivan & King LLP 
1423 Tyrell Lane 
P.O. Box 359 
Boise, Idaho 8370 I 
Phone: (208) 344-8035 
Fax: (208) 345-7212 
E-mail: sorensen(Zllcssklaw.com 
CONFIDENTIAL & PRIVILEGED: 
This email message and any attachments are for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and contain 
confidential and/or privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, you are strictly prohibited 
from disclosing, copying, distributing or using any of this information. If you received this communication 
in error, please contact the sender immediately and destroy the material in its entirety, whether electronic 
or hard copy. 
The information contained in this communication may be confidential or legally 
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David W. Cantrill, ISB #1291 
Daniel J. Skinner, ISB #7225 
CANTRILL, SKINNER, SULLIVAN & KING LLP 
1423 Tyrell Lane 
P. O. Box 359 
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone: (208) 344-8035 
Facsimile: (208) 345-7212 
Attorneys for Defendants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH mDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
JAMES M. PHILLIPS and GALE 
PHILLIPS, individually and as a marital 
community, 
PlaintiffslRespondents, 
vs. 
MIL T E. ERHART and MARY C. 
ERHART, 
Defendants/Appellants. 
) 
) Case No. CV PI 0707453 
) 
) REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL 
) - RECORDS 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT AND THEIR ATTORNEYS, AND THE 
CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The Appellants in the above-entitled proceeding hereby Requests Pursuant to 
Rule 19, LA.R. the following documents to be included in the clerk's record in 
addition to those requested in the original Notice of Appeal: 
a. Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion to Amend 
Complaint, dated January 16,2009. 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL RECORD - 1 
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b. Affidavit of Daniel 1. Skinner in Support of Defendant's 
Memorandum in Opposition of Plaintiff's Motion to Amend 
Complaint, dated January 16,2009. 
c. Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike the Affidavit of 
Thomas R. Fries, dated January 16, 2009. 
d. Affidavit of Daniel J. Skinner in Support of Defendant's 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike the Affidavit to 
Thomas R. Fries, dated January 16, 2009. 
e. Affidavit of David W. Cantrill in Support of Defendant's 
Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiff s Motion to Amend 
Complaint, dated February 18, 2009. 
f. Defendant's Response in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion in 
Limine, dated April 7, 2009. 
2. I certify that this request for additional record has been served on the clerk 
of the district court and upon all parties required to be served pursuant to 
Rule 20. 
'"1?i e DATED This _(.,.:::...v __ day of ~'2009. 
CANTRILL, SKINNER, SULLIVAN & KING LLP 
~ --------~~ BY;~-
Daniel J. Skinner, Of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on August 20,2009, I served a true and correct copy of the above 
and foregoing instrument, by method indicated below, upon: 
John T. Edwards 
Kurt Holzer 
HOLZER EDWARDS & HARRISON, CHARTERED 
1516 W. Hays 
Boise, ID 83702-5316 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
Leslie Anderson 
Court Reporter for Judge Greenwood 
Ada County Courthouse 
200 West Front St. 
Boise, ID 83702 
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[ ] 
[ ] 
[X] 
( ] 
[ ] 
[X] 
Facsimile 
Hand Delivery 
U.S. Mail 
Facsimile 
Hand Delivery 
U.S. Mail 
MAR 17 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
JAMES M. PHILLIPS and GALE 
PHILLIPS, individually and as a marital 
community 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
MILT E. ERHART and MARY C. 
ERHART, 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV PI 0707453 
ORDER DENYING OBJECTION TO 
RECORDING AND DEEMING 
RECORD ON APPEAL SETTLED 
Idaho Supreme Court 
Docket No. 36801-2009 
Defendant's Objection to Record on Appeal and Request to Delete Documents having come 
before the court for regular hearing, the parties having stated their positions, and 
Good Cause appearing therefore; 
DEFENDANTS MOTION IS HEREBY DENIED and the record for the Appeal shall be 
deemed settled. 
DATED this J? day of March, 2010. o 
District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this \ l~ of MARCH 2010, I caused to be served, by the 
method(s) indicated, a true and correct copy of the foregoing document upon: 
David Cantrill 
Daniel Skinner 
Cantrill, Skinner, Sullivan & King 
PO Box 359 
Boise,ID 83701 
Fax 345-7212 
Kurt Holzer, 
HOLZER • EDWARDS, CHARTERED 
1516 W. Hays 
Boise, Idaho 83702-5316 
(208) 386-9119 telephone 
(208) 386-9195 facsimile 
Idaho Supreme Court 
Idaho Court of Appeals 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0101 
LU.S.Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand delivery 
Facsimile 
~U.S.Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand delivery 
Facsimile 
~U.S.Mail 
__ Overnight Mail 
__ Hand delivery 
Facsimile 
ORDER DENYING OBJECTION TO RECORDING AND DEEMING RECORD ON APPEAL SETTLED - 2 
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